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Abstract: The article presents a theoretical and experimental analysis that highlights how 
the employment of a hydrogen- methane mixture influences the variation of the fuel flow 
for wall-mounted boilers and also aims to evaluate whether fuel economy may be achieved. 
For a 28 kW condensing boiler, at 50/30 °C water outlet/inlet operating regime and for 
2800 h functioning, 431 m3 of methane gas were saved when using a 23% hydrogen-
methane combustible. Correspondingly, at 80/60 °C working regime 599.3 m3 of methane 
economy was achieved. The theoretical increasing of the combustible flow of 23,2% is 
validated by the value obtained experimentally of 22.84% respectively, when the mixture 
is utilized. 

Keywords: hydrogen combustible; fuel savings 

 

1. Introduction 

In order to meet the decarbonization goals established by the European Union for 2050, 
hydrogen has been identified as a crucial component [1]. Hydrogen has the potential to 
drastically lower greenhouse gas emissions in a variety of sectors because it is a clean 
and renewable energy source. Hydrogen fuel cells can be used to power cars in the 
transportation industry, eliminating the need for gasoline and diesel. This has the 
potential to significantly reduce transportation-related emissions, which account for a 
sizable portion of global carbon emissions. 

Hydrogen has other use in the industrial sector. When employed as a feedstock in 
industrial operations, hydrogen can take the place of fossil fuels and greatly reduce 
emissions. The EU has set an aim of producing at least 40 GW of hydrogen by 2030 and 
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at least 240 GW by 2050 in order to meet these objectives [2]. This will require 
substantial investments in hydrogen generation, storage, and distribution. The EU has 
established a "hydrogen alliance" and also a "hydrogen strategy for a climate-neutral 
Europe" to unite significant players in the hydrogen industry and cooperate toward 
shared objectives [3]. Hydrogen can be used in the energy sector in addition to wind and 
solar energy to build a more steady and dependable power system. Hydrogen can be 
utilized as a backup energy source at times when the wind and sun aren't producing as 
much energy. 

The price of manufacture is one obstacle to using hydrogen as a combustible. The 
majority of hydrogen is currently produced using fossil fuels, which has a significant 
impact on greenhouse gas emissions. The cost of production is anticipated to go down 
as renewable hydrogen generation techniques progress. The infrastructure required to 
support the use of hydrogen presents another difficulty. This covers hydrogen 
production, distribution, and storage as well as the tools and vehicles required to use it. 
The EU is attempting to overcome these obstacles by funding research and development 
into technologies for producing and storing hydrogen as well as by encouraging the 
creation of hydrogen infrastructure. Overall, hydrogen has a big chance to help us reach 
our 2050 decarbonization goals. One of the actions that can be taken in order to reduce 
hydrocarbons in the combustibles is by replacing them with hydrogen in the wall-
mounted boilers that are a key component of the household heating. This is done while 
simultaneously taking into account the necessity of reducing CO2 emissions, especially 
from the household heating and hot water producing facilities. 

The authors have consistently tested and experimented on combustion equipment 
powered by gaseous, liquid, or solid fuel within the Centre of the Department of Thermal 
Sciences part of the Technical University of Civil Engineering Bucharest, Romania, in 
order to evaluate the combustion efficiency. The fact that the experimental setup has 
received accreditation from the Romanian National Accreditation Body (RENAR) 
instills trust in the accuracy of the test results [4]. Many researchers have been interested 
in the concept the essay addresses up until this point. The investigations that have been 
done thus far are largely theoretical, and the experimental component is necessary to 
validate the findings. Articles like [5-15] are valuable in the field, but they generally 
present numerical modeling or process simulations in specialized software, and in the 
situation where the data are obtained after conducting experiments, the effects of using 
the methane-hydrogen mixture on the operation of wall-mounted condensing boilers are 
not highlighted. Among the most challenging studies involved testing a variety of 
combustion devices to see how a hydrogen-natural gas mixture affected performance 
and emissions. This experiment was carried out by Shaffert J. et al. [8]. One of the 
project's primary findings was that, at 30 vol.% hydrogen admixture, a thermal power 
reduction of up to 12% compared to the operation with natural gas was observed. 
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To date, the authors have conducted several studies on the impact of hydrogen-methane 
mixture, when 10, 20 and 23% of hydrogen is used in the mixture. The article “CO2 
emissions reduction through increasing H2 participation in gaseous combustible– 
Condensing boilers functional response” published in Applied Sciences in 2022 
concluded that an increase in combustible flow with 16% is needed in order to maintain 
the boiler thermal power and to overcome the fact that hydrogen has lower net and gross 
calorific values when compared to methane. The paper “The direct effect of enriching 
the gaseous combustible with 23% Hydrogen in condensing boilers’ operation” 
published in Energies in 2022 emphasizes the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions in 
the atmosphere when using hydrogen in percentage of 23% in the mixture. The annual 
reduction in CO2 emissions for a 28 kW condensing boiler averages 1.22 t; this number 
was obtained experimentally and agrees with the theoretical assessment. 

In addition to the conclusions obtained from previous studies this article investigates the 
flow variation and fuel savings when using Hydrogen- Methane mixture as combustible 
in wall-mounted boilers’ operation. Considering the fact that the combustible flow 
increases it is mandatory to assess the net methane savings that can be achieved. 
Secondly, the research examines the differences between the combustion of pure 
methane and the combustion of a methane-hydrogen mixture from a thermodynamics 
perspective. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The installation of a 28 kW condensing boiler with flattened pipes in a specific circuit 
for testing wall-mounted boilers, in particular, was part of the experimental research 
described in this article. The stand has several different kinds of sensors for measuring 
the flow of gaseous combustibles, the temperature of the water, and water flow. Table 1 
shows the kind of sensor, measurement cycle, and accuracy. To ensure proper operation 
and the accuracy of the data shown, all sensors are calibrated every two years. 

All test results are confidently supported by the experimental circuit's Renar 
accreditation, which additionally ensures credibility. 

The Experimental Stand is presented in Figure 1 and its design meets the requirements 
of the European testing standards [16,17]. 
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                        a) 

 

c) 

 

                        b) 

 

               d) 

Figure 1. a) Experimental stand b) Water flow meters c) Temperature sensors d) Gas meter (Source: 
own elaboration) 

 
Table 1.  

Measurement sensors (used in this research) 
 

Sensor/ Device Measurement 
Measurement 

range 
Accuracy 

Thermal resistance 
Temperature 

T[°C] 
-20 to 100 °C ±0,1% 

Propeller flow 
meters 

Water velocity [m/s] 0.2 to 10 m/s ±0,5% 

Gas meter Gas flow [m3/h] 0.6 to 6 m3/h ±0,5% 
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Through a theoretical analysis of the combustion process, important parameters 
necessary for adjusting the experimental stand are determined, such as the theoretical 
volume of air required for combustion, the theoretical volume of combustion gases and 
the maximum percentage of CO2 depending on the type of fuel, which consist an input 
data for flue gas analyzer setting. 

The stoichiometric thermodynamic calculation assumes that combustion takes place 
without excess air and the chemical reactions are complete. Thermodynamics deals in 
particular with the phenomena of controlled combustion within thermal equipment and 
through calculation different parameters can be obtained: 

- Determining the volume of air required to burn a fuel with a known chemical 
composition 

- Determination of the excess air required for complete combustion 

- Determination of the volume of combustion gases resulting from the combustion 
process 

When combustion results in compounds such as CO, NO, SO, CH4, it means that the 
reaction with oxygen of the fuel elements was not complete, or in other words, enough 
oxygen was not delivered for combustion, resulting in incomplete combustion. 

We consider the gaseous fuel unit (one cubic meter) composed of the volume shares 
"co" of carbon monoxide, "h" of hydrogen, "𝑐 ℎ " of hydrocarbon (each separately), 
"ℎ 𝑠 " of hydrogen sulfide, "o" of oxygen, " 𝑐𝑜 " of carbon dioxide and "n’ " of nitrogen. 

Following the analysis of the combustion reaction with oxygen of the combustible 
components in the gas mixture we can obtain the minimum air volume for gaseous 
combustible stoichiometric burning (Eq.1), flue gas minimum volume (Eq.2) [18,19]. 

 

V , . 2,38 ∙ co h 7,143 ∙ h s 4,762 ∙ m
n
4

∙ c h

4,762 ∙ o 
m air

m comb.
 

(1) 

 

V , . V V V V V

0.01 ∙ co  co m ∙ c h 0.01 ∙ h h s
n
2

∙ c h

0.01 ∙  h s 0.01 ∙ n′ 0,79 ∙ V , .  
m  gases
m  comb

 2  
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V V . . λ 1 ∙ V , .  
m  gases
m  comb.

 3  

The theoretical evaluation involves the consideration of initial values for certain 
quantities such as excess air, 𝜆 and operating efficiency, 𝜂. All these values will be 
estimated based on the experience of testing similar equipment. The excess air can be 
considered to be 1.3, which consists of an average value for this parameter obtained by 
the authors during noticeably testing activities. By inserting the excess air into Eq.(3) 
the total volume of flue gases is obtained. 

In order to carry out the study, we used the technical sheets of the gas cylinders used in 
the experimental part. Two type of gases were used, namely G20 which is essentially 
methane and G222, a mixture between methane and 23% hydrogen. This specific 
composition is clearly described in the test standards [20]. 

The volumetric composition was taken from these sheets.  

The percentage volume shares of the components in the mixture are presented in Table 
2. The components present as residues in the G20 mixture (isobutane, hydrogen, carbon 
monoxide, isopentane, etc.) constituted a maximum percentage of 0.1% and were 
neglected. 

 

Table 2. 
Gaseous combustible composition 

 
Combustible type Volumetric composition 

G222 h 23% ; c h ⟹ ch 77% 

G20 c h ⟹ ch 95,6% 

c h 3,24% ; c h 0,54%; c h 0,08%; co  0,44% 

Another important parameter regarding the gaseous fuel is the net heat of combustion 
(lower calorific value). This quantity was also extracted from the data sheets of the two 
substances, at the reference temperature of 0℃. G222 has a value of 29,930 kJ/m  and 
G20 a value of 36,879 kJ/m  respectively. From the start it can be seen that the mixture 
of 23% hydrogen with methane produces a lower amount of heat when compared to 
pure methane. 

Combustible flow is related to the lower calorific value, boiler thermal power and its 
efficiency as in Eq (3). 

B
Q

η ∙ H
m comb.

s
 

(4) 
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The tested equipment is a wall-mounted condensing boiler, flattened pipe type with a 
declared nominal heat load of 28 kW. 

To be able to theoretically obtain the combustible flow required for operation, for each 
gaseous fuel, the efficiency was considered 97%, an averaged value for similar 
equipment based on the testing team’s experience. 

3. Results 

This section contains theoretical and experimental results regarding the combustible 
flow variation when converting from methane gas (G20) to a 23% hydrogen- methane 
mixture (G222). 

From theoretically point of view the volume of fuel consumed is determined by applying 
Eq. (4). The results are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3.  
Gaseous combustible flow (theoretical) 

 
Combustible flow G222 G20 

B .  
m comb.

h
3,472 2,818 

Theoretically, the combustible flow should increase with 23,2% when converting to 
G222 from G20 gas.  

By using Eq. (1) and (3), air and total flue gases volume can be determined. The results 
are plotted in Table 4.  

Table 4.  
Air and flue gases volume (thermodynamic analysis) 

 
Parameter G222 G20 

V , .
m air

m comb.

 

7.88 

 

9.798 

V
m air

m  comb.
 

 

10.244 

 

12.737 

V . .
m gases

m  comb.
 

 

8.891 

 

10.976 

V
m gases

m  comb.
 

 

11.255 

 

13.915 
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In addition to the theoretical results, the outcome of the experimental study are also 
presented. 

A complete test procedure for a wall-mounted boiler, in addition to safety tests, 
verification of the proper operation of the measurement sensors, determination of the 
consumed electrical energy, must contain experimental data sets recorded in stationary 
working regime, for the following situations: 

- Nominal, average, reduced thermal load (30% of nominal load) for the working regime 
represented by the outlet/inlet temperature of the heating agent 80/60 °C 

- Nominal, medium and reduced thermal load for the 50/30 °C condensing operating 
mode 

- For NOx emissions, tests are carried out at partial thermal loads of 20%, 40%, 60% 
and 70% of the nominal thermal load and then the values are averaged according to the 
formula in the standard for determining the class of NOx emissions. 

According to the testing Standards [18,19], the experimental research can only be 
conducted under circumstances where the monitored parameters do not vary for a period 
of 10 minutes by more than 0,5 °C for working agent temperatures and by more than 
0,5% for flow. For this study the testing was conducted only at nominal thermal load of 
28 kW for 50/30 °C and 80/60 °C operating regimes. 

Only significant parameters for this study were extracted from the experimental data and 
are presented in Table 5. The values are averaged for a 10 minute testing time interval. 

 

Table 5.  
Experimental values 

 
Combusti Water Gas flow Water 

℃  

Water 

℃  

Excess air Operating 

G222 1194 3.383 49.78 30.3 1.33 50/30 °C 

G20 1246 2.754 50.04 29.7 1.31 

G222 1108 3.307 80.04 60.33 1.33 80/60 °C 

G20 1130 2.764 80.18 60.3 1.31 

 

4. Discussion 

In the the authors’ previous research, emphasis was placed especially on the reduction 
of carbon dioxide emissions when hydrogen is used in a mixture with methane gas. 
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Turning the attention only to the combustible flow consumed per hour and taking into 
account the fact that the G222 mixture contains 23% hydrogen the following aspects 
should be emphasized: 

For the 50/30 °C operating regime, the condensing operating regime, the average G20 
flow rate is 2.754 m3/h and the G222 flow rate is 3.383 m3/h. Thus, in percentage terms, 
an experimental increase in flow rate by 22.84% is found. Considering the G222 
mixture, the percentage of methane is 77%, thus the flow consumed in operation, only 
referring to methane gas, is 2.6 m3/h. Therefore, a total saving of methane gas obtained 
when switching from G20 to G222 fuel of 0.154 m3/h. If we relate this value to an 
average operating time of 2800 hours per year, we obtain an economy of 431 m3 of 
methane gas, which in the future context of overcharging per cubic meter of gas is 
significant. This value only concerns one plant, but when it is extrapolated to the total 
number of wall-mounted boilers that could be fed with G222 mixture, the effect can be 
significant.  

For the 80/60 °C working regime, the average flow rate of G20 is 2.764 m3/h and the 
flow rate of G222 is 3.307 m3/h. Thus, an experimental increase in flow rate by 19.64% 
is found. For the G222 mixture, the flow consumed in operation, concerning only the 
methane gas, is 2.55 m3/h. The saving of methane gas obtained when switching from 
G20 to G222 fuel is 0.214 m3/h. For an yearly operating time of 2800 hours, 599.3 m3 
economy of methane gas is achieved.The results obtained for both operating regimes are 
similar since the fuel flow doesn’t have an important variation. However, the results 
related to the condensing mode of operation 50/30 °C, where the efficiency is the highest 
are more important and will be further considered as reference. 

In view of air and total gas volumes, by analyzing Table 4, an increase of both values 
can be noticed, when using G222 in comparation with G20. Thus, the total air volume 
is 19.57% lower and the total flue gases volume is 19,11% lower relative to a cubic 
meter of combustible. However, this values can be misleading if the fact that the flow is 
higher when dealing with G222 (Table 3) due to its lower calorific value. In line with 
this aspect, the air flow and flue gases flow are determined and presented in Table 6. 

Table 6.  
Air and flue gases flow (thermodynamic analysis) 

 
Parameter G222 G20 

V
m air

h
 

 

35.57 

 

35.89 

V
m gases

h
 

 

39.08 

 

39.21 
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Furthermore, from the experimental data plotted in Table 5, the excess air is slightly 
higher when the boiler is fed with G222, so in both cases the air volume and the flue 
gases volume are roughly similar. 

When comparing the experimental data with the theoretical ones, it can be seen that the 
initially assumed value for the excess air is confirmed and also the difference between 
the fuel flow values in the two analyzed cases is validated. The theoretical value of 
23,2% is validated by the value obtained experimentally of 22.84% respectively. 

5. Conclusions 

When methane is released into the atmosphere, it acts as a potent greenhouse gas and 
accelerates climate change. The only result of hydrogen combustion, on the other hand, 
is water vapor, making it a cleaner and greener alternative. Additionally, some industrial 
processes can be made more cost-effective and efficient by employing hydrogen as a 
fuel source in boilers. It is important, however, that in the case of the hydrogen 
implementation of as a fuel, there should be deductions at the level of European Union 
like in the case of Germany. This research focuses on the combustible flow variation, 
when converting from G20 (methane gas) to G222 (23% hydrogen and 77% methane) 
in wall-mounted boilers’ operation. A roughly 23% flow increase was discovered both 
theoretically and experimentally. With regard to methane savings, in condensing 
operating regime, only one plant can achieve 431 cubic meters savings yearly. The 
authors will continue the experimental research with fuel mixtures containing higher 
percentages of hydrogen to investigate both the behavior from the point of view of the 
energy efficiency, greenhouse gas emissions and the safety in operation at the burner 
level. 
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Rezumat:Obiectivul lucrării este de a prezenta, aspecte referitoare la: coroziunea 
metalelor acoperite şi neacoperite cu zinc în solul oraşului Timişoara (electrozi de 
împământare a Instalaţiei de Legare la Pamânt aferentă Instalaţiilor Electrice din 
Construcţii), analiza parametrilor de sol, prototipuri de electrozi, măsurători electrice, 
microbiologice şi analiza de prognoză-predicţie matematică, materiale şi dicţionare de 
termeni aferenţi. Un alt aspect prezentat în acest material este efectuarea de măsurători 
ale spectrului câmpului elecromagnetic oscilografiat al elementelor de metal acoperite şi 
neacoperite cu zinc din sol. 
Cuvinte cheie: coroziune, electrod de împământare, sol, legare la pământ, microbiologia 
solului 

Abstract: The objective of this paper is to present aspects related to: corrosion of metals 
covered, and not covered with zinc in the soil of Timișoara (grounding electrodes of a 
grounding installation related to Electrical Installations of Constructions), analysis of soil 
parameters, prototype electrodes, electrical, microbiological analysis and mathematical 
prognosis analysis-prediction, materials, and dictionaries of related terms. Another aspect 
presented in this material are the measurements related to the spectrum of the oscillograph 
electromagnetic field of the grounding electrodes, which are covered, and not covered with 
zinc. 
 
Key words: corrosion, ground electrode, soil, grounding, soil microbiology 
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1. Mathematical prediction  

Dictionary of terms: 

Holt-Winters Method [1, 2] Exponential smoothing methods. Smoothing techniques are 
used to generate smoothed values (attenuation of random fluctuations in the data from 
which the random component was removed) and to obtain predictions. The simple moving 
average method assigns equal weights (1 / k) to all k points. But recent observations 
provide more relevant information than past observations. So a weighting scheme that 
assigns decreasing weights to more distant observations would be useful. Exponential 
smoothing methods assign higher weights to recent observations and they decrease 
exponentially as they become more distant. These methods are effective when the 
parameters describing the time series slowly change over time. 
Covariance [3, 2] In probability theory and statistics, covariance is the measure of the 
common variation of two random variables [4]. If the high values of one variable 
generally correspond to the high values of the other variable, and if the same is true for 
the small values (i.e. the two variables have similar behaviors), the covariance is positive 
[5]. On the other hand, if the high values of one variable generally correspond to the low 
values of the other variable (i.e. the two variables have opposite behaviors), the 
covariance is negative. Therefore, the covariance sign shows the direction of the linear 
relationship between the two variables. The magnitude of the covariance is not easy to 
interpret because it is not normalized and therefore depends on the magnitude of the 
variables. However, the normalized version of covariance, the correlation coefficient, 
can show by magnitude the power of the linear relationship.  
Correlation [6, 2] In statistics, dependency is a statistical relationship between two 
random variables or two sets of data. The correlation refers to a wide class of statistical 
relationships involving dependence. Familiar examples of dependent phenomena 
include correlations between the physical stature of parents and their children, as well 
as correlations between the demand curve of a product and its price. For the study of the 
dependence between two variables, each of them being subjected to a random scattering, 
methods of correlation analysis are applied. The correlation analysis studies the average 
law of behavior of each of the variables according to the values of the other variable, as 
well as the measure of the dependence between the considered variables. Attaching to 
each value of one of the variables, for example of x by which the independent variable 
is denoted, the average of the corresponding values of the other variable, denoted y, we 
obtain pairs of values (x, y), which in a graphical representation in Cartesian coordinates 
appear in the form of a multitude of dots. This graphical representation is called the 
scatter plot (en plot). The correlation / dispersion diagram graphically illustrates pairs 
of numerical data, with one variable on each axis, observed within a common 
phenomenon, in order to identify the links (relationships) that are established between 
them [4]. If the variables are in correlation, the points will follow a line or a curve. The 
correlation diagram is one of the seven classic tools of quality management. 
Predictive analysis [2, 7]. Predictive analysis includes a variety of statistical techniques 
from data extraction, predictive modeling and machine learning, which analyze current 
and historical facts to make predictions about future or otherwise unknown events. 
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Voltage prediction at sample no. 1, because the data are few, the only prediction that 
can be made is by trend, using the Holt-Winters method (exponential smoothing). So 
the series of observations: 

Fig. 1 The series of observations, on the components of the time series 
 

                       Fig. 2 Holt-Winters analysis (the first graph of the four is the trend) 

Fig. 3 Holt-Winters analysis (the first graph of the four is the trend) 
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Fig. 4 Holt-Winters prediction (with limits) 

Fig. 5 Holt-Winters prediction (without max and min limits)  
 

Fig. 6 Study of errors by spectral analysis (autocovariance spectrum) 
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Prediction for the electrical potential of the sample electrode nr. 1 

Fig. 7 The series of observations 
 

Fig. 8 
Series decomposition, first graph = observed series, second graph-trend, third graph = seasonality, 

fourth graph = random errors 

Fig. 9 Tension and prediction by the Holt-Winters method 
 

 

Correlation meta-analysis (meta-analysis is an analysis of several studies, in our case 

on several samples-electrodes) 
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1.1.  Correlation between tension and current 

Five electrode samples were analyzed marked “e1”, “e2”, “e3”, “e4”, “e6” (electrode e5 
was excluded because we do not have data on conductivity). 11 data were analyzed (at 
voltage there were 12 but at current 11, we eliminated the first value from voltage). 
Graphically we have the following: 

 

Fig. 10 It can be seen that at: e1, e3, e4 the correlation is slightly negative while at e2 and e6 is 

slightly positive. These values are the result of a random effect, the fixed effect being close to zero. 

In conclusion there is a weak correlation (connection) voltage and current, with different effects.  

For predictive purposes, it is recommended to analyze voltage and current separately. It can be seen 

that the electrodes e1, e3 and e4 can be analyzed jointly and analogously for e2 and e6. 

 

1.2.  Correlations between voltage and conductivity 

Graphically we have the following: 

 

Fig. 11 A positive correlation is observed at: e1, e3 and e4, and at the other two the correlation is 
negative. The effect is random, the fixed effect being slightly positive. There is not a great 

correlation between voltage and conductivity, at least the linear connection is not supported from a 
statistical point of view. It is observed that the electrodes e1, e3 and e4 can be analyzed unitarily 

and analogously e2 and 26. 
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1.3.  Correlations between current and conductivity 

Graphically we have the following: 

 

Fig. 12 
It is observed that at all 5 electrodes the correlation is about the same, negative close to -1, so an 

inverse relationship between current and conductivity. In conclusion, the inverse linear connection 
is statistically supported for all 5 electrodes, as such it is sufficient to make a predictive at the 

current level and the conductivity is obtained immediately by an inverse linear relationship, co = a + 
b * with, b <0. It is sufficient to perform the analysis at a single electrode (e2). 

 

1.4. Correlations between resistance and resistivity 

The electrode resistance appears in relation to the ground resistivity for the 6 electrodes, 
having only 4 measured values. 
Graphically we have the following: 

 

Fig. 13 
There is a positive relationship at all 6 electrodes close to 1, so a direct relationship between the 

2 quantities. If the e5 electrode is removed from the analysis, we have (similar relationship)
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Fig. 14
If the electrode e5 is removed from the analysis, we have (similar relationship). In conclusion, it 

is enough to know only one quantity, the other is obtained immediately by a direct linear 
relation of the type rev = a + b * rez, b> 0. It is sufficient to make the prediction at a single 

electrode (preferably e3). 
 

In conclusion, a predictive of voltage and current on e1 (or e3, or e5) and separated on 
e2 (or e6) is recommended. Conductivity can be obtained from current prediction. Also, 
a resistance predictor can be made on only one electrode, or it can be obtained directly 
if the resistivity is known. 

 

Discussions and conclusions 

2. Prototypes 

Prototype for remote monitoring of soil corrosion of zinc coated and non - zinc 
coated metal elements [28] 

The technical problem that the prototype solves consists in the realization of an 
installation for real-time remote monitoring of the corrosion in the ground of the metallic 
elements covered and not covered with zinc at predetermined depths and the recording, 
transmission and archiving of the obtained data. The installation for remote monitoring 
of corrosion in soil of metal elements covered and not covered with zinc according to 
the prototype consists of a set of metal tubes covered with zinc (of predetermined 
thicknesses) and not covered with zinc, alternately positioned vertically in the ground at 
depths predetermined, provided at a certain distance, in parallel, with PVC tubes 
equipped with elements with electrical conductivity and sensors for measuring 
temperature and humidity both in the ground and above ground. The entire assembly is 
connected to a distribution box and a power source powers the control of a remote relay, 
a microcontroller and a server connected to the internet. The electrical connections 
downstream of: air and ground temperature and humidity sensors, zinc-coated and non-
zinc-coated metal tubes and PVC tubes with electrically conductive elements are 
connected to the distribution box which is in turn connected to a microcontroller with 
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HDMI port for a monitor and USB for storing data in CSV format. The microcontroller 
automatically runs a program designed to record values from elements with electrical 
conductivity, humidity, and temperature at regular intervals of one second, values that 
can be viewed on the monitor and stored on the CSV data storage device for processing 
and analyzed. At the same time, the data recorded from the microcontroller are 
transmitted to a server where they are processed and stored in a database, "noSQL". The 
communication with the database is done through a Rest Api interface that also offers a 
graphical interface accessible to an internet address. The microcontroller and server are 
connected to the router. 

 

Fig. 15 Schematic diagram of the installation prototype 

 

Fig. 16 Schematic of the installation prototype software 

 

BUILDING EARTH ELECTRODE WITH CORROSION RESISTANT 

CONNECTIONS [9] 

The prototype refers to a grounding electrode provided with an anti-corrosion device at 
the horizontal connection used for the human protection installation against accidental 
contact voltages in the electrical protection installation of constructions against the 
effects of lightning. The construction ground electrode with corrosion-resistant 
connections according to the prototype is connected by welded connections to the (flat 
strip) of the horizontal part of the construction ground installation. The electrode 
consists of concentric tubes, an outer galvanized steel tube and an inner galvanized steel 
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tube joined at the bottom by welding with a flat strip, and at the top by a flat strip with 
elongated wings and configured in an "S" shape. , so that through the ends of the flat 
strip to make the connections by welding with the flat strip of the horizontal earthing 
installation. The connections are coated with bitumen inside corrosion-resistant plastic 
containers and the upper part of the electrode assembly thus made, respectively the area 
of the connections between the electrode plate and the horizontal grounding plate is 
arranged in a visiting room with access for periodic checks and measurements. The outer 
galvanized steel tube provides at the bottom, on a limited length, at least 4 equidistant 
longitudinal notches to allow the reflection of the tube material so that on the said tube 
materialize, transversely on its axis some wings, in the form of a rosette, which defines 
a larger contact surface of the galvanized steel tube with the ground. The grounding 
electrode of constructions with corrosion-resistant connections has the following 
advantages: 

• allows better contact with the ground; 
• ensures, through a lower electrical resistance, a better passage and dissipation of 
the lightning overvoltage through the ground; 
• ensures the corrosion protection at the joint parts for the flat strip of the horizontal 
earthing installation; 
• ensures a simpler assembly work so that the possibility of friction with the ground 
is eliminated, implicitly the loss of a zinc microlayer that covers the electrode. 
 

Fig. 17 General diagram of the earth electrode with low electrical resistance and anti-corrosion 
device 
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Fig. 18 Imagine foto cu electrodulul destinat ILP, prevăzut cu dispozitiv anticoroziune la 
conexiune; 

 

Fig. 19 
Corrosion at the joint area with, weld bead (unprotected) between the vertical and horizontal 

electrode intended for ILP 

Fig. 20 
Corrosion-resistant joints with nut (bolt with nut) on the flat band (40X4) of Ol Zn unprotected 

anticorrosive, intended for ILP 
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Fig. 21 
Corrosion trace joints (contact piece between electrode and round Ol Zn profile) for ILP) 

Fig. 22 
Joints with corrosion marks (nut screw) on the Ol Zn flat strip for ILP 

Fig. 23 
Bitumen container in the connection area of the horizontal electrode (OL Zn flat strip) for ILP 
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Fig. 24 
Bitumen container in the connection area of the horizontal electrode (OL Zn flat strip) for ILP 

  

It should be mentioned that this type of electrode intended for Grounding Installations, 
is mounted in the ground in a vertical position after the horizontal trench has been made 
at the predetermined depth of the norm (the trench is intended for galvanized flat strip 
of length according to a calculation of ILP - Installation Grounding) the next step being 
to make penetrations in the ground with the drill (hydraulically or mechanically 
actuated) at the preset depth of the electrode. The number of electrodes intended for ILP 
must correspond to that mentioned in the calculation of the ILP related to the dispersion 
resistance of the earthing. 

Example: 

                                                                                                                  Table    1 

Calculation example for a grounding installation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of  electrods OL Zn, 
L=1.5m 

15 buc. 

Strip  OL Zn, 40X4mm cu 
L=45m 

1 buc. 

Soil electrical resistivity (clay) 80 Ωm 

Dispersion resistance 0.97Ω 
Calculation formula R 0.366 𝑙𝑔  
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Abstract. In Glazed elements play an important role in total energy consumption of 
buildings. They significantly influence total energy consumption through energy 
consumption for heating and cooling, ventilation and lighting. To optimize these 
consumptions, the glazed elements must be treated taking into consideration several 
characteristics, namely: thermal transmittance, degree of transparency and solar factor. 
Moreover, the choice of glazed elements must be studied and calibrated by the type of 
building but also by location, from a climatic point of view. The purpose of this paper is 
to highlight the main characteristics of glazed elements and the ways in which these can 
be measured. The equipment and its operation are presented as well as examples of 
measurements performed on different types of glazed elements. Also, the paper presents a 
case study that includes the thermal balance performed on a building in Timisoara taking 
into account the characteristics of the measured glazed elements. In order to highlight 
their importance, a parametric study of the transmittance and the solar factor was 
performed, taking into account the investment costs, respectively, the cost over the life of 
the investment. 

Key words: U-value, g-value, low-e, glazed elements 

1. Introducere 

Reducing energy consumption and increasing the energy performance of 
buildings are two of the most important issues that need to be considered today, 
whether we are talking about the headquarters of large companies, state institutions or 
housing, either individually or collectively [1]. The thermal rehabilitation of the 
building involves improving the thermotechnical characteristics of the envelope 
elements by adding new layers (in the case of walls, floors when we add a layer of 
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thermal insulation) or by replacing these elements with more energy efficient ones (in 
the case of windows, doors). 

 Glazed elements require more attention when discussing their energy 
performance [2]. In the design phase of a building, energy consumption can be 
optimized by correlating the dimensions and properties of glazed elements with the 
supply of natural light [3,4]. For existing buildings, it can be established by 
calculation, the replacement of glazed elements with others that can benefit from the 
available natural light, thus reducing energy consumption. 

 

2. Description of the essential characteristics of glazed elements in terms of 
energy efficiency 

Thermal transmittance of glazing 
 Thermal transmittance or heat transfer coefficient (U) is the steady-state heat 

flux, relative to the surface area and the temperature difference between the average 
temperatures on either side of a system [5]. This is the inverse of thermal resistance. In 
the case of glazed elements, this is denoted Ug. 

 
Solar heat gain coefficient  
 Solar heat gain coefficient (g) measures as a percentage the total energy 

efficiency of the glazed system compared to solar radiation. This is the amount of heat 
allowed by the sun to pass through the glazed elements [6]. This factor is found 
directly in the calculation of the heat input of the solar radiation Qs. 

 
Solar spectrum 
 In order to better understand the measurements in this paper, the different 

energy spectra produced by the sun will be explained below. These are the energy 
spectra that a building is subjected to every day. Some features are positive and we 
want to benefit from them as much as possible, some are undesirable and should be 
reduced as much as possible, and others should be kept in a certain balance. 
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Fig.1. Solar spectrum 

 
 Ultraviolet energy is represented by UV rays with wavelength dimensions of 

365 nm. This energy is not visible to the human eye and is divided into 3 categories: 
UVA, UVB, UVC. 

 Visible light is the only part of the solar spectrum that the human eye can see. 
This includes the natural light of day and all the colors of the rainbow. A sufficient 
amount of natural light will reduce the need to use artificial light, thus reducing the 
cost of utilities. 

 Infrared energy refers to the thermal energy that is emitted by the sun. It can 
also be called radiant heat. This is the light that the human eye cannot see, but the 
bodies feel it as heat. Infrared energy is divided into 2 types: shortwave infrared 
energy (NIR) and longwave infrared energy (FIR).  

 The property of a glazed element to repel infrared energy will be directly 
related to solar heat gain coefficient [6]. 

3. Case study 

In order to be able to carry out the case study, it was proposed to perform 
measurements to identify the real parameters of the glazed elements. 

 It is proposed to conduct a case study on a residential building. The study 
involves calculating the energy required for heating and cooling using, in turn, the 
types of glazed elements for which the characteristics have been obtained are 
presented below. The analyzed building is a collective residential building located in 
the municipality of Timișoara, having a height regime S+P+4E. It was built in 1985, 
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the resistance structure being made of reinforced concrete structural walls. The 
building is moderately sheltered and has more than one exposed façade. 

The calculation of the energy required for heating and cooling was performed 
using the non-stationary calculation method. This calculation was performed using the 
energy simulation program „EnergyPlus”. For all the models, all the characteristics of 
the building, except those of the glazed elements, remained the same.  

The simulations involved calculating the energy required for heating and 
cooling using, in turn for the entire building, the following types of glazing elements: 

• a single glass panel; 
• two glass panels; 
• two glass panels with a selective layer; 
• three glass panels with two selective layers; 
As the types of windows improve, so does the permeability of the building. 

Thus, the number of outdoor air exchanges varies from 0.9 corresponding to a high 
permeability (case 1-window with 1 glass panel) and decreases to 0.5 corresponding to 
a low permeability (4 case -window with 3 glass panels with 2 selective layers), 
according to ISO 13790. 

The data entered as well as the energy requirements obtained are presented in 
the following table: 

 
      Table 1 

Glazed element type and energy demand 
Glazed 

element type 
Ug 

[W/m2K] 
Uf 

[W/m2K] 
Uw 

[W/m2K]
g na   

[h-1] 
Heating 
energy 

demand 
[kWh/m2] 

Cooling 
energy 

demand 
[kWh/m2] 

1 glass panel 
  

5.7 1 4.8 0.86 0.9 135.85 15.2 

2 glass panels  
  

2.90 1.00 2.60 0.78 0.7 116.24 14.89 

2 glass panels 
with 1 

selective layer  

1.10 1.00 1.10 0.38 0.6 110.28 9.45 

3 glass panels 
with 2 

selective 
layers 

0.50 1.00 0.76 0.40 0.5 101.39 9.97 

 
To have a better point of view for the obtained data, the energy demand is 

represented in the next graph:  
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Fig.2.  Energy demand graph 

 
Double glazed windows (case 1, Ug = 2.7 W/m2K) reduce the energy required 

for heating by about 15 % and double glazed windows with a selective coating (case 2, 
Ug = 1.1 W/m2K) bring a reduction of about 19 % compared to the initial situation. 
The heat requirement in the case of triple glazing (case 3, Ug = 0.5 W/m2K) decreases 
by about 25 % compared to the initial situation. Thus, the importance of the solar heat 
gain coefficient in the heat demand is highlighted, but also the importance of reducing 
the air infiltrations through the leaks of the glazed elements. 

 
Fig.3. Heating energy demand + Uw graph 

 
At the same time, the energy requirement for cooling, in the case of double-

glazed windows without a selective layer (case 1, g = 0.78) decreases insignificantly, 
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by about 2 %, but the presence of a selective layer (case 2, g = 0.38) leads to a 
decrease of 37.8 %. Thus, the importance of reducing solar contributions during the 
summer is highlighted, in order to avoid overheating of living spaces. The triple 
glazing with 2 selective layers (case 3, g = 0.40) leads to a decrease in the cooling 
requirement of 34.4 % compared to the initial situation, but is about 3 % more than in 
case 2. 

 

 
Fig.4. Cooling energy demant + g graph 

 
 The financial analysis has been carried out in order to determine whether the 

proposed investments are profitable and can be repaid within a reasonable period of 
time. We consider two situations from which we start: 

• situation 1: we assume that the whole building has windows with a glass 
panel; 

• situation 2: we assume that the whole building has windows with two glass 
panels. 

 The data entered as well as the payback periods of the investments are 
presented in the following table: 

Table 2 
Investment recovery time 

Case Glazed element 
type 

Energi saving 
S1 [kWh/m2] 

Energi saving 
S2 [kWh/m2] 

Cost  
 [lei/m2] 

Investment 
recovery time 

S1 [ani] 

Investment 
recovery time 

S2 [ani] 

Initial 
situation 

1 glass panel - -       

Case 1 2 glass panels  19.92 - 480.00 8.23 - 
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Case 2 2 glass panels 
with 1 selective 

layer 

31.32 11.40 720.00 7.94 16.31 

Case 3 3 glass panels 
with 2 selective 

layers 

39.69 19.77 912.00 7.92 13.27 

 
 In situation 1, we start from the hypothesis that the existing block has single 

glazed windows and we analyze the investments related to the double glazing (case 1), 
double glazing with selective coating (case 2) and triple glazing with two selective 
layers (case 3). Following the evaluation of the economic indicators, for case 1 there is 
an investment recovery time of 8.23 years and 7.94 and 7.92 years for case 2 and 3 
respectively. All 3 cases studied are financially efficient, the investment being 
recovered over the life of the glazed elements (20 years). Even if the lifespan of the 
windows would be shorter (10-15 years), any of the 3 options would be suitable. This 
evolution is shown in the following graph: 

 
Fig. 5. Investment recovery time – situation 1 

 
 In situation 2, it is assumed that the existing block is already equipped with 

double glazed windows and the investments related to the double glazing with 
selective layer (case 2) and the triple glazing with two selective layers (case 3) are 
analyzed. In case 2, the recovery of the investment takes place in 16.31 years, and in 
case 3, in 13.27 years. Case 2 is only financially effective if the life of the glazed 
elements is 20 years. Perhaps a good option in this case would be to improve by 
adding a selective coated glass sheet and not completely replace the glazed elements. 
At the same time, case 3 is feasible even for a period of 15 years of glazed elements. 
This evolution is shown in the following graph: 
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Fig. 6. Investment recovery time – situation 2 

4. Conclusions 

Nowadays, the energy rehabilitation of buildings is a preventive action, which 
is becoming more and more necessary to increase the sustainability of our cities [7]. 
This paper brings to the fore the importance of glazed elements in the energy 
performance of a building, by measuring and studying some parameters: 

•full solar spectrum: UV, visible and IR rays; 
•solar heat gain coefficient; 
•heat transfer coefficient; 
•tightness of glazed elements. 
 Their influence can be quantified in reducing the need for heat by using glazed 

elements with high thermal resistance given by multiple glazing and gas layers [8]. 
Moreover, the supply of seals considerably reduces air infiltration and at the same time 
the energy required for heating.  This is highlighted in the case study presented in 
Chapter 4. At the same time, the glazed elements have a significant contribution in 
reducing the need for cooling. The use of glass with a high solar heat gain coefficient 
(g) corresponds to high solar inputs, which is beneficial in winter, but which can cause 
overheating in summer. Reducing the solar heat gain coefficient by applying selective 
layers on glass sheets leads to a decrease in solar inputs, as highlighted in the case 
study. The case study presents the importance of the parameters of the glazed elements 
justified by the energy efficiency, but also by the financial efficiency. 

 The author considers that special attention should be paid to the choice of 
glazed elements of buildings. A type of glazed element suitable for the climatic zone 
and the chosen orientation can only bring benefits, from the reduction of energy costs 
to the pleasant sensation produced by natural light. 
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Rezumat. Ventilarea incendiilor reprezintă o procedură activă de intervenție care 
determină scăderea temperaturilor, concentrațiilor produșilor de ardere și creșterea 
vizibilității pentru facilitarea intervenției pompierilor în scopul salvării de vieți și de 
reducere a pagubelor materiale. În acest scop, a fost realizat un studiu bibliografic a 
cercetărilor experimentale și numerice inițiate în domeniul ventilării incendiilor. În urma 
consultării studiilor s-a evidențiat eficiența ventilării incendiilor pentru reducerea 
concentrațiilor produșilor de ardere și a temperaturii maxime și creșterea vizibilității. De 
altfel, pentru clădirile înalte s-a confirmat că ventilarea incendiului este puternic 
influențată de efectul de coș apărut din cauza diferențelor mari de nivel. 

Cuvinte cheie: ventilare, incendiu, temperatura, modelare numerică 

Abstract. Fire ventilation is an active intervention procedure that lowers temperatures, 
concentrations of combustion products and increases visibility to facilitate the 
intervention of firefighters for saving lives and reduce material damage. For this 
purpose, a bibliographic study of the experimental and numerical researches initiated in 
the field of fire ventilation was carried out. After consulting the studies, the efficiency of 
fire ventilation was highlighted for reducing the concentrations of combustion products 
and the maximum temperature and increasing visibility. Moreover, for high-rise 
buildings, it was confirmed that fire ventilation is strongly influenced by the stack effect 
caused by big level differences. 

Key words: ventilation, fire, temperature, numerical modelling 
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1. Introduction 

In 2018 alone, fires incidents in the United States caused more than 2,700 
deaths and 11,000 fire related injuries [1], meaning that one fire incident occurs among 
906 people with a death rate per million of 8.19, the probability of that fire to cause 
injuries and/or deaths being approximately 3% and 0.7% respectively, and from the 
point of view, for the year 2018 as well, material losses were evaluated at more than 8 
billion dollars, which means on average about 22,000 dollars equivalent of the 
damages produced by each fire. Also, for the United States of America, the mortality 
rate remained at a high value, both for professional fire-rescue teams, 2.51% of the 
total annual deaths [2]–[4], as well as for the American civilian population [5]–[7]. 

In the case of the states of the European Union, although the mortality rate 
caused by fires was in a continuous decrease after 1988 as a result of the common 
European fire incidents prevention policy, but its value continues to remain quite high 
even after the year 2000, many states not providing data on such events [8]. In the UK 
since 2000 mortality has fallen considerably, falling by at least 50% in 2016 due to 
increased use of residential smoke detectors [9]. 

Therefore, to reduce the incidence of deaths caused by fire and to increase the 
fire safety of buildings, after the year 2000 at the global level, a series of experimental 
and numerical studies in the field of fire security were started. I have chosen to consult 
predominantly numerical scientific papers because they can be reinitialized many more 
times than experimental ones, much easier and with less resource consumption. Hence, 
through this paper, following the detailed consultation of scientific works in the field 
of fire ventilation, we proposed the analysis of numerical fire studies, based rooms or 
buildings models, the study of fire development for different types of combustible 
materials, the study of the influence of ventilation conditions on the development of 
fires, studying smoke exhaust and active and passive ventilation systems, their 
specifications and how to use them for the purpose of the buildings in which they were 
installed, as well as making a record of the equipment used from the papers consulted, 
in conjunction with the presentation of new numerical research directions at the 
present time in the field of fire security. 
 In the multitude of these different types of research, numerical and 
experimental, there is a need to conduct a review-type study regarding the main 
directions of fire security research, fire security equipment in modern buildings and 
the influence of this equipment on the development of fire incidents and the safety of 
the population affected by this type of risk. 

2. Numerical studies in the field of fire ventilation 

Fire ventilation or operational ventilation involves the active and controlled 
change of conditions in a burning room or building to evacuate smoke and hot gases in 
order to reduce the temperature and increased concentrations of combustion products, 
facilitating the evacuation of occupants and the intervention of firefighters (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Natural ventilation [10] 

 Although in some cases the initiation of operational ventilation can lead to a 
local increase in temperature, even an incorrectly performed fire ventilation procedure 
is recommended to the detriment of its absence [11]. This method of extinguishing the 
fire without using operational ventilation in any way can be found in the specialized 
literature under the name of anti-ventilation. Fire ventilation can be passive, active or 
hybrid, and from the point of view of efficiency, both active and hybrid operational 
ventilation cause an easier intervention for the fire brigades, the fire is located at the 
level of a single room, the temperature is kept high yet controlled and, thanks to the 
supply of oxygen brought by ventilation, incomplete combustion is almost non-
existent, reducing the concentration of carbon monoxide and other flammable gases 
[12]. 

Frederick W. Mowrer through the research he started [13] provided a starting 
point for understanding the factors that determine and influence the movement of 
smoke and hot gases. In this study, not only the driving forces that determine the 
movement of smoke were targeted, but also the smoke detection and exhaust systems 
that are commonly used to control the movement of smoke within buildings and other 
spaces. These factors have been addressed individually and conclusions have been 
drawn for each factor separately, but it is highlighted that for some practical 
applications it will be necessary to use simulation software that takes into account the 
combined effects of these factors. A series of design problems of smoke exhaust 
systems were addressed in a general way, requiring a more detailed analysis, 

Following the same research direction from previous years [14]–[16], Lulea et. 
al. carried out a research by developing a CFD model to create an interdependence 
between the operation of the sprinkler system and the operation of the ventilation 
system [17]. A full-scale experiment was conducted and a CFD model was developed. 
The thermal conductivity of the experimental test stand walls, domain refinement and 
burner HRR variation were introduced as model inputs so that the resulting time 
variation of the temperature near the sprinkler location corresponded to the actual 
measured variation. Two other experiments contributed to the validation of the 
numerical model. In addition to the air temperature, at a given time, other essential 
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parameters inside the stand were determined such as the ambient air temperature, 
visibility, oxygen concentration and carbon dioxide concentration. As a result of the 
research, it was concluded that if the ventilation speed increases, the internal 
temperatures in the outbreak area decreases, and the sprinkler for that area is activated 
with a delay or not at all. However, this conclusion is not universally valid for the 
entirety of the analyzed experimental stand, since the ventilation system, along with 
the natural air movement, implies a specific air speed and a specific temperature 
distribution inside the analyzed space. 

Starting from a previous experimental research [18], Cai N. and Chow WK 
performed FDS-type numerical modelling to determine solutions of two existing 
problems at the time, the feasibility of defined boundary conditions and determining 
the optimal refinement to obtain the most relevant results [19]. The numerical model 
created aimed to study the influence upon the height of the ventilation gap (door) in 3 
scenarios: the fully open door (SC1), the door open at the lower half (SC2) and the 
door open at the lower quarter (SC3), and at two domains with different dimensions 
and refinements (OB1 and OB2), as it can also be seen from Fig. 2. 
 Analysing the results of the simulations from a functional point of view, the 
Euclidean norm (the difference between the lengths of pressure vectors) and the cosine 
of the angle formed by two vectors (a comparison of curves shapes) are used to 
compare the numerical results obtained from the FDS model with the experimentally 
measured data. For a better accuracy of the two curves from experiment and model, 
the norm is expected to approach 0, and the cosine is expected to approach 1 [20]. 

 

Fig. 2. Analysis of the influence of domain and ventilation conditions on simulation results [19] 

 

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that, with the 8-fold increase in domain size and 
refinement, the average error between the experimental and numerical model results 
was reduced by up to -0.2% for SC1, -9.6% for SC2 and -15.45% for SC3, drawing the 
conclusion that a larger and more refined domain leads to more feasible numerical 
results independent of the chosen ventilation conditions. 
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Continuing the research direction started by the previously presented studies 
[21], [22], Panindre et. al. [23] and Kuti et. al. [24], carried out two simulations to 
determine the optimal distance of the operational fan from the building’s main 
entrance and implicitly the dimensions of its reducer, which in the specialized field is 
used to obstruct part of the surface of the ventilation gap in order to limit the 
occurrence of multiple-way smoke circulation (Door Open Area Reducer or DOAR). 
Two scenarios were studied using a DOAR only, or in its absence. The temperature 
inside the building was monitored in relation to the height between the upper end of 
the fan and the lower side of the DOAR (k) and the distance from the fan to the 
entrance of the building (w). These numerical studies developed and highlighted the 
concept of ventilation by creating a positive pressure (overpressure inside the room) 
that causes the smoke to be evacuated from the room more quickly. As a result of the 
two numerical modelling, it was found that the optimal distance for the fan location is 
between 0.9-1.2 m. 
 In 2017, following the study of some experiments carried out by NIST [21], 
[25], Panindre et. al. performed a study based on a computer simulation in FDS [22], 
in this paper addressing the technical term positive pressure ventilation (PPV) for a 
fire in an apartment on the 5th floor of a high-rise building. The study demonstrates 
the efficiency of PPV in reducing temperatures and concentrations of toxic gases in the 
stairwell and hallway, key locations during the intervention of fire brigades. Six 
ventilation scenarios were introduced: natural ventilation (NO PPV), ventilation with 
one fan (PPV) and/or wind control device (WCD+PPV), ventilation with wind control 
device (WCD), ventilation with two fans located on floors 1 and 3 (2PPV) and 
ventilation with two fans located in parallel on floor 1 (P2-PPV). Moreover, the wind 
can also have a significant impact on the evolution of the fire, the influence of wind 
speed variation was studied at 2.5; 5; 7.5 and 10 m/s for the simulation under natural 
operational ventilation conditions and 7.5 and 10 m/s for the simulation under forced 
ventilation conditions by placing one or more operational fans at different levels 
and/or using a wind control (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Analysis of temperature according to ventilation scenarios and wind conditions [22] 
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 In the Fig. 3 the temperature evolution in different locations was depicted 
depending on the ventilation scenario and the wind speed chosen. The ventilation 
efficiency is mainly determined by the temperature difference between two landmarks: 
the stairwell (red) and the burning apartment (purple). If in the case of natural 
ventilation, the temperature differences between the two benchmarks are around 100 
°C, in the case of active ventilation scenarios this value exceeds 600 °C. It can also be 
seen that in all the active ventilation scenarios a considerably lower temperature is 
recorded compared to the natural ventilation scenario. Analysing all the ventilation 
scenarios, we can conclude that the most efficient ventilation method is the one with 
two fans located in parallel (P2-PPV). 
 Although the application of a ventilation tactic by creating overpressure inside 
the building reduces the risk of uncontrolled spread of smoke and flames, in high wind 
conditions its effectiveness decreases. In these cases where the wind has an important 
contribution to the fire development, the use of wind control devices (Wind control 
devices or WCD) simultaneously with the correct application of operational ventilation 
can significantly increase the pressure recorded inside the building, accelerating the 
evacuation of gases and reducing the released heat by fire and implicitly the 
temperatures inside the stairwell and in the hallways, these being the main points of 
interest during the intervention of the firefighters. 
 

4. Analysis of the influence of ventilation conditions and the stack effect on the 
fire evolution 

The results of the previously studied papers showed a considerable influence of 
the ventilation conditions on the fire development. Whether we refer to the nature of 
the ventilation, the environmental conditions or the equipment used, all these have an 
important impact on the speed of fire spread and the temperatures recorded inside the 
burning space. Moreover, the stack effect has an important contribution to increasing 
the speed of fire spread, the influence of this factor increasing exponentially with the 
height of the burning building. 

For studying the influence of ventilation conditions on temperature, the results 
obtained from 5 studies were compared below. The study of these scientific papers 
was carried out with the aim of analysing in terms of quality the effectiveness of 
deliberate ventilation of fires at the expense of faulty ventilation or even its absence, 
certain input data such as the characteristics of the outbreak, the ventilation conditions, 
the geometry of the numerical model, the refinement of the domain and the 
atmospheric conditions do not have close values. It was observed that following the 
analysis of the 5 numerical studies, the same conclusion can be stated in general, 
specifically that the ventilation of a fire causes a decrease in the TMAX value by up to 
73%, as it can also be seen from the results presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Influence of ventilation conditions on temperature 

Studies [26] [27] [28] [22] [24]

Comparative analysis 
of  TMAX for non-

ventilated/ventilated 
fires 

 

Ventilation type / 
ACH 

Exhaust Fan 
1 h-1 

Natural 
Ventilation 

Intake Fan (PPV)
45,37 h-1 

Intake Fan (PPV) 
12,22 h-1 

Intake Fan (PPV)
24,93 h-1 

TMAX non-ventilated 
fires 

225 ºC 1300 ºC 323 ºC 1143 ºC 235 ºC 

TMAX ventilated fires 145 ºC 825 ºC 118 ºC 383 ºC 63 ºC 

ΔTMAX 80 ºC -35,55% 475 ºC -36,53% 205 ºC -63,46% 760 ºC -66,49% 172 ºC -73,19%

where, ACH represents air change per hour, TMAX represents the maximum 
temperature measured inside the burning space, and ΔTMAX represents the temperature 
difference between two compared situations, when the fire is non-ventilated and 
ventilated. 

 
 In order to study the stack effect in high-rise buildings, several studies were 
consulted in which different software were used, FireSTORM [29], COSMO and 
CONTAM [30] and PyroSim [31], [32], following the main advantages and 
disadvantages of each. Moreover, in order to understand the stack effect phenomenon, 
experimental studies started in this regard were also consulted [30], [33]–[36] 
concluding that a faithful experimental representation of the stack effect cannot be 
reproduced by a small-scale experiment. If we refer to tall and very tall buildings, the 
stack effect is much more present due to the considerable height of vertical gaps, 
stairwells and elevator shafts. 

Analysing the influence of this effect on the speed of fire spread and the speed 
of smoke flow, it was observed that, for tall and very-tall buildings, the increase in the 
number of floors from 3 to 17 implies amplifying the fire by 4-5 times. For a level 
difference of 8 m, the measured flow velocities were around 2 m/s most of the time, at 
an air flow rate of 0.2 m3/s. The air flow velocity values varied depending on the size 
of the ventilation gap between 2 and 4 m/s according to Fig. 3 of [31]. The increase in 
the level difference to 36 m determined an appreciation of the air flow volume up to 
the value of 0.484 m3/s. Later, comparing these results with those of the third study, it 
was observed that the air mass flow rate increased to the value of 1 kg/s 
(approximately 0.816 m3/s), causing an increase compared to the first situation by up 
to 208% (Table 2). The data entered in the table resulted from studying the graphs of 
the Cold ff1 case according to Fig. 9 (a) of [29], the difference between the maximum 
and minimum value tended to 1 kg/s. 

 
 

Non-ventilated fire 
 
Ventilated fire
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Table 2 
The influence of the stack effect on fire development 

Studies [31] [32] [29] 
N
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VMAX 2 m/s 2,18 m/s 4,18 m/s 
Z 8 m (3 floors) 36 m (12 floors) 68 m (17 floors) 

V̇MAX, ΔV̇MAX 0,2 m3/s 0,484 m3/s, +142% 0,816 m3/s, +308%

where, VMAX represents air velocity, V̇MAX represents the volume flow of air in the 
building, and ΔV̇MAX represents the difference between two compared situations, [31] 
with [32] and [31] with [29]. 

5. Conclusions 

The fire ventilation procedure, used properly, determines an easier and safer 
intervention for the firefighters. As presented in the previously mentioned studies, a 
non-ventilated fire compared to a ventilated one, due to the stratification and 
stagnation of smoke, generates a higher temperature throughout the building, while the 
ventilated fire, natural (passive) or forced (active), will cause a high temperature only 
within the burning compartment, in the rest of the rooms the temperatures being lower 
by up to 70%. In addition to the temperature, the effectiveness of the application of 
fire ventilation tactics was also confirmed in reducing the concentrations of 
combustion products such as monoxide and carbon dioxide and by increasing 
visibility, both factors being very important in facilitating the self-evacuation of the 
occupants of the respective space. 

Moreover, for tall and very tall buildings, it was proven, through this research, 
that fire ventilation is strongly influenced by the stack effect caused by large 
differences in level, therefore research in this direction is feasible on the conditions of 
increasing the number of this type of buildings worldwide. The stack effect, along with 
the increase in the level difference, causes an exponential increase in the flow speed of 
the air currents. The stack effect causes an intake of air to be drawn to the level of the 
lower floors and thus, the fire started on a higher floor is continuously supplied with 
oxygen. 
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The perspective of studying the stack effect and the overpressure ventilation 
(PPV) technique profiles a need to start numerical studies in this new direction. In the 
previously mentioned articles, usually only 1-2 parameters were monitored, 
predominantly temperature and pressure, but there are others that can provide 
information on the interdependence between the level difference and other parameters 
associated with the fire. 

Only the continuous study of smoke removal and operational ventilation can 
lead to innovation in the field of fire security of buildings, a very important feature to 
significantly reduce the loss of human life, material losses generated by fire and 
pollution in the urban environment. 
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Rezumat. Lucrarea de fata prezinta un sistem termic hibrid inovativ compus din 
captatoare solare, robinet de reglaj proportional, rezervor de acumulare si pompa de 
caldura conectate hidraulic in serie, pentru a satisfice necesarul de caldura al unei cladiri. 
Procedura evalueaza valoarea temperaturii de iesire a robinetului de reglaj, pentru a 
obtine temperatura proiectata la iesirea captatorilor solari, astfel incat energia acumulata 
peste zi in interiorul rezervorului de acumulare, sa satisfaca necesarul energetic la 
vaporizatorul pompei de caldura pentru a putea genera la condensator toata energia 
necesara pentru incalzire. Ecuatiile matematice sunt astfel propuse, precum si un algoritm 
de functionare, pentru a calcula temperatura de iesire a robinetului de reglaj in schema 
hidraulica propusa. In capitolul de concluzii, sunt prezentate avantajele acestui algoritm, 
prin plotarea rezultatelor simulate in diverse conditii climatice si de necesar termic de 
incalzire. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: sistem hibrid, captatoare solare, necesar termic 
 
Abstract. The paper presents a novel hybrid heating system composed by solar 
collectors, mixing valve, heat storage tank and heat pump hydraulically connected in 
series, to satisfy the heating demand of a building. The procedure evaluates the 
temperature set-point value of the mixing valve, to obtain the design output temperature 
of solar collector, thereby the energy accumulated over the day inside storage tank should 
satisfy required heat pump evaporator energy to deliver at its condenser building demand. 
Mathematical equations are thus proposed and algorithm to establish mixing valve 
temperature set-point is presented. In the conclusion of the paper are described 
advantages of this algorithm based on plotted simulation results in several weather 
conditions and building heating demands. 
 
Keywords: hybrid system, solar collectors, thermal requirement 
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1. Introduction 

 Solar energy usage as an alternatively to hydrocarbons start increase over past 
years. As a renewable resources as indirect energy source as solar radiation and 
indirect usage as environmental storage in air, rivers, lakes, underwater or ground, 
solar energy is part of our daily life. Responsible to drive all living creatures sun is 
used today for thermal comfort of humans during hot or cold season or for daily hot 
water preparation. Wide range of technologies to transfer or transform the solar energy 
to be used in heating or cooling demands are developed by today research and 
exploitation fields. Thermal solar collectors are ones must used equipment when solar 
radiation is the primary energy driven the system. In parallel, once vapor compression 
technology was developed, pressurized refrigerant properties are used by heat pumps 
to deliver thermal agents at a desired temperature potential useful to provide thermal 
comfort required by buildings. 

By time, where proposed by research field, to be used a mix of technologies 
used in different thermal configurations, to satisfy the newly or rehabilitated buildings 
heating/cooling demand, to deliver a more efficient and sustainable thermal energy in 
a nature friendly mindset. This mix of technologies are commonly described today by 
the term hybrid systems, where at least two types of energies are used to satisfy 
building energy demand. 

The mix of technologies helps decrease as much as possible equipment physical 
parameters and design requirements which can otherwise resulting in a more powerful 
equipment to satisfy the worst environment conditions demand but with high 
implementation cost and for a shortest period of time, when external weather 
conditions have very low apparition during the season. Thus, combining two or more 
technologies, can be drastically decreased the power of each equipment to deliver 
same amount of required energy to assure thermal comfort of final consumer.  

2. System description 

This paper presents a classical solar system composed by solar collectors and 
thermal storage tank for energy accumulation over the day. The novelty of this 
hydraulic diagram is the proportional mixing valve in the solar loop. With this 
connection, the output of solar collector thermal agent temperature can be controlled.  
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Fig 1 Fig 2 

In figure 1 it is presented the hydraulic connection for solar loop in which solar 
collector input flowrate is constant over the time due to recirculating pump 1. Because 
the recirculating pump is installed after the proportional mixing valve, the flow in both 
valve inputs circuits is assured with only one pump. This is an advantage of the 
schematic which reduce the implementation and exploitation costs over the time. As 
can be seen on the notations, flow “a” is a constant value and g changes over time. 
Proportionality between the two inputs is assured by an electronic controller on which 
set temperature at output of mixing valve can be changed with values evaluated by 
mathematical model presented in this paper.  

𝑔 𝑎 ∙
𝑡∗ 𝑡
𝑡 𝑡

 (1)

 Flow rate, g, in the high temperature input line of mixing valve is it directly 
evaluated knowing both inputs temperature of the proportional mixing valve. Thus, the 
hot input pipeline flow rate is evaluated with equation 1, where hot input line 
temperature, tT, is the design temperature of solar collector output, cold line 
temperature, tout, is the output temperature value from the bottom of the thermal energy 
storage tank, and proportional mixing valve temperature, tR

*, being the set temperature 
for solar collector input. 

Solar collector mathematical model design temperature is given by equation 2. 
Functionality of solar system witch collector is described by equivalent temperature, 
given by equation 4, and mechanical parameters evaluated with the thermal module, E, 
evaluated with equation 3. 

𝑡 𝑡 𝑡∗ 𝑡 ∙ 𝐸 (2)
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𝐸 𝑒
∙ ∑∙
∙ ∙  (3)

𝑡
𝛼 𝜏

𝑘
∙ 𝐼 𝑡  (4)

Setup temperature of mixing valve is the input temperature of solar collector, its 
value, external temperature value and solar radiation giving the inputs coefficients of 
solar system described by model in figure 2. For a given set of daily data, external 
temperature and solar radiation will assure the design temperature. This is possible by 
a specific input temperature, tR

*, evaluated based on known data and design 
temperature at the solar collector output. Thus, rewriting equation 2 by equation 3, we 
can evaluate input temperature based on known external data and design temperature.  

𝑡∗ 𝑡 𝑡 ∗ 1 𝐸
𝐸

 (5)

Inside energy storage tank the temperature follows a thermocline profile with 
hot temperature at the top of the tank and cold temperature at the bottom of it. By 
design, hot temperature is design temperature, tT, of solar collectors, and cold 
temperature, tout, is the initial temperature before starting the solar collector functional 
period. The simulation of thermal storage tank is realized with a pre-trained neural 
network with 90 neurons on hidden layer, analyze presented before in the research. 
Condition of storage tank functionality is energy saturation inside tank should not be 
realized, thus, the output temperature of bottom volume of tank is constant over the 
time and cold input line of proportional mixing valve it easy to simulate.  

Heat pump model consist of isentropic efficiency applied to Carnot efficiency 
between evaporation and condensing temperatures based on equation 6. 

𝑄 𝜂 ∙ 𝑓 ∙
𝑡 𝛥𝑡 273.15

𝑡 𝑡 𝛥𝑡 𝛥𝑡
∙ 𝑊  (6)

Condensing equivalence factor, fcd, is a form of Carnot efficiency evaluated by 
simulation and consist in polynomial regression calculation of its value. In the paper 
was presented a 3x2 regression coefficient matrix representation and two more 
matrixes, one used for evaporator temperature and the other for condensing 
temperature. Thus, in a mathematical simulation tool like Matlab, a matrix form of 
equation coefficients are convenient to be used. Compressor electrical engine 

efficiency, el, reduce compressor power applied to condensing Coefficient of 
Performance, COPcd, based on manufacturer datasheets. Heat pump evaporator 
temperature is the designed temperature of solar collector temperature with its value 
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conditions presented in this paper. Condensing and evaporation temperature 
differences, Δtcd and Δtvp, represent design values of this coefficient, to satisfy heat 
transfer demand of equipment. Generally, those values are comprised between 3 and 5 
Celsius degrees.  

Condensing power demand is evaluated for each external temperature 
conditions over the functioning period of the system. For each hourly weather 
temperature value, building demand is evaluated with global insulation coefficient, 
GN, evaluation of it can be found in National Evaluation Methodology MC001 or 
Romania. This coefficient is evaluated over the building for specific type of 
construction by height levels and distribution by surface of its volume. The thermal 
losses of the building are evaluated using temperature difference of internal building 
design temperature and each step exterior temperature. Therefore, the compressor 
power required by the system to deliver power demand at heat pump condenser is 
synthetized by equation 7. 

𝑊
𝐺𝑁 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑡 𝑡

𝜂 ∙ 𝑓 ∙
𝑡 𝛥𝑡 273.15

𝑡 𝑡 𝛥𝑡 𝛥𝑡

𝑃
𝐶𝑂𝑃

 
(7)

Condensing temperature value, tcd, is a question of heating equipment of the 
building. If direct expansion internal units are used, as very efficient thermal system, 
with low refrigerant values required due to an improved thermal transfer coefficient 
because of its forced convection, the value of condensing temperature is at its 
minimum. Refrigerant condensing temperature for internal heating units with forced 
convection can be set in interval 29-32oC.  

In equation 7 now is possible to evaluate compressor electrical power at each 
external condition to satisfy internal comfort temperature or, as noted in this paper, 
design temperature, ti0. For evaluation, hourly or daily average temperatures and solar 
radiation can be used. In this study, hourly typical meteorological year (TMY) data is 
used. In European area those data can be found easily and free of charge on European 
Commission, in EU science HUB website for photovoltaic geographical information 
system (PVGIS) [7]. Temperature and direct beam solar radiation are two input 
meteorological data used in solar collector evaluation and heat storage tank energy 
evaluation over the day. At each time step, heat storage tank charging power can be 
calculated with equation 8.  

𝑄 𝑎 𝑔 ∙ 𝜌 ∙ 𝑐 ∙ 𝑡 𝑡  (8)
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The functionality of the system is assured when storage tank energy 
accumulation is sufficient to deliver heat pump evaporation energy required to satisfy 
building demand. Thus, in the calculation algorithm evaporation power is necessary. 
For this purpose, evaporation refrigerant state is evaluated with evaporation 
equivalence factor, electrical motor efficiency and compressor power given by 
equation (7). In equation 9,  

𝑄 𝜂 ∙ 𝑓 ∙
𝑡 𝛥𝑡 273.15

𝑡 𝑡 𝛥𝑡 𝛥𝑡
∙ 𝑊  (9)

Evaporation energy, Eevap, required over the day is equal with discharged 
storage tank energy, Etank, over the day. Adding compressor energy used to recirculate 
refrigerant and assure its evaporation and condensing pressures, condensing energy to 
satisfy building demand is also easy to evaluate. Equations 10-14 are used to calculate 
all energies driven in the system.  

𝐸 10 ∙ 𝑄 ∙ Δ𝜏  (10)

𝐸 10 ∙ 𝑄 ∙ Δ𝜏  (11)

𝐸 10 ∙ 𝑊 ∙ Δ𝜏  (12)

𝐸 10 ∙ 𝐺𝑁 ∙ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑡 𝑡 ∙ Δ𝜏  (13)

𝐸 10 ∙ 𝐶𝑂𝑃 ∙ 𝑊 ∙ Δ𝜏  (14)

To satisfy functionality condition of the system, design temperature, tT, should 
be evaluated. For this scope an iterative algorithm is lunched. Starting point of 
calculation is done by given a randomly initial design temperature and condition to 
increase or decrease it being the comparison of both evaporation and heat accumulated 
in the tank. The algorithm diagram is presented in chart of figure 3. Stop of the 
iteration is given by selecting desired error, err, this error being the accuracy between 
storage tank energy and evaporator energy.  
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Fig 3 

Algorithm state chart follows the programming tools logic, when a variable is 
updated by an equation using its old value, noted in the chart with index (-1). Thus, in the 
evaluation of the new design temperature, tT_new, is updated by the average value in the 
middle interval of last used temperature and actual value. Depending on difference 
between tank energy and evaporation energy, the required design temperature should be 
greater comparing with old value if tank energy is less than evaporation demand and vice-
versa when stored energy is higher. This state is true because once design temperature 
increases, for same weather conditions, storage tank energy decrease. In same time, 
evaporation power is increased, caused by a thermal agent with higher thermal potential.  

The algorithm will return by calculation the proper design temperature to reach 
the maximum COP of the system when in the storage tank is stored sufficient energy 
for evaporation of refrigerant. Building demand clearly should be satisfied by 
condensing power, thus being assured the functionality of system at required external 
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conditions. By addition to this, algorithm can be used to evaluate the system power 
design of each component to respond in the worst conditions required by final 
customer. This methodology evaluates as worst condition the minimal equivalent 
temperature and not the lowest external temperature. Thus, a pre-evaluation with data 
mining should be done.  

3. System simulation 

Using MATLAB software to evaluate a proposed system, a simulation session 
has been released. 2 March TMY Bucharest weather data is presented in figure 4.  

Fig 4 Fig 5 

Associated equivalent temperature data is plotted on figure 5. This temperature 
is evaluated over daily hours when solar radiation is available and can be used in 
equation 4. As can be seen on the graph, equivalent temperature reaches high values 
and thermal potential of external weather being transferred to thermal agent flowing 
into solar system. Selected day is characterized by medium exterior temperatures and 
only a small interval with good solar radiation potential from 10:00am to 2:00pm, 
opportunity for analyzed system to deep charge of solar tank. This can be easily 
observed on figure 7, at which thermal agent flow with design temperature potential, 
transfer heat from collectors to tank. 

Fig 6 Fig 7 
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With a minimum 17.68 liters per hour, the system is capable to deliver energy at 
required design temperature in the worst external weather conditions. Figure 4 flow 
rate is evaluated for the proper heat tank energy, equal to evaporation demand based 
on state-chart of calculation algorithm in figure 3. In same time, the flow in mixing 
valve high potential line input increase, to deliver required temperature to obtain a 
thermal agent at solar collector output at the required design temperature based on 
procedure of this paper. 

Fig 8 Fig 9 

Return temperature, from equation 5 is proportional with equivalent 
temperature and external weather condition. Based on its value, dependency with flow 
of mixing valve high temperature input can be observed on graph of figure 8. As can 
be seen, its minimum value requires less flow from the output plug of solar collector. 
Based on this behavior, once the system function in good external weather, the solar 
loop discharged tank power is at its maximum. For the higher external conditions, 
plotted in figure 9, at 09:00am and 3:00pm, energy demand of the building is at its 
minimum, causing a less energy consumption of compressor electrical motor and 
evaporation. Renewable energy of this system can be associated to evaporation energy 
after extraction of electrical energy and all auxiliaries. Based on this paper equations, 
associated energies are plotted on figure 10, in kWh for the entire day of 2 March. 
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Fig 10 Fig 11 

For the design temperature evaluated by algorithm from state-chart in figure 3 
and by comparison with an air source heat pump, the advantages of solar assisted heat 
pump, plotted in red columns can be observed on figure 11. For the same building 
demand, SAHP deliver more evaporation energy for less electrical energy 
consumption. 

Convergence of algorithm is done fast based on capability of Matlab 
calculation. Thus, after 10 steps design temperature is 18.1 ͦC with an associated error 
less than 8.5Wh between evaporation and tank storage energy. The system analyzed is 
composed by 17 m2 solar area, 300 m3 building with 0.55 W/m3/K global insulation 
coefficient, and compressor power of heat pump plotted in figure 9 with its maximum 
at 0.6kW.  

Fig 12 Fig 13 

Electrical power of heat pump compressor corresponds to 2 March external 
conditions, for higher energy demand, causing higher compressor electrical power. 
Energies plotted in figure 2 reveal capacity of the proposed system to deliver more 
tank energy as can be seen in step2 for example but at this condition, evaporation 
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temperature of tank volume is not at required level, causing a gap between required 
and delivered energy. This will affect the overall building thermal comfort. 

The system designed as describe in this paper is capable to deliver energy 
demand using a series connection of solar assisted heat-pump. In case design 
temperature or output of solar collector is not at the required value, heat pump cannot 
deliver required energy and an auxiliary source being necessary.  

 

Nomenclature: 

tout – thermal energy storage tank bottom output temperature, oC; 
tR

* – solar colector input temperature, oC; 
tT – solar collector output design temperature, oC; 
tT_old – last temperature used for evaluation, oC; 
tT_new – new temperature used for evaluation, oC; 
tcd – condensing temperature, oC; 
tvp – evaporator temperature, oC; 
ti0 – design internal temperature, oC; 
te – external temperature, oC; 
tE – equivalent temperature, oC; 
Isol – solar radiation, W/m2; 
S – solar collector equivalent surface, m2; 
kC – thermal loss global coefficient, W/m2K; 
𝑘∑ – thermal transfer coefficient of inside tank coil, unitary in this paper due to open 

loop, W/m2K; 
a – solar collector flow rate, m3/s; 

 – thermal agent density, kg/m3; 
c – thermal agent specific heat, J/kgK; 

 – solar radiation absorption coefficient of collector surface, -; 

 – transparency coefficient of solar collector cover glass, -; 

Δ(i) – step time, h; 
F’ – equivalence solar surface coefficient, - ; 
E – solar collector thermal module, - ; 
Vbuild – building volume, m3; 
GN – global insulation coefficient, W/m3K; 
NTUC – numarul de unitati de transfer termic aferent suprafetei de captare solara, -; 
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NTUS – numarul de unitati de transfer termic aferent schimbatorului de caldura al 
buclei solare, -;  
Qcd – condensing power, W, 
Qevap – evaporation power, W, 
Qtank – heat storage tank charging power, W, 
fcd – condensing equivalence factor, -, 
fvp – evaporation equivalence factor, -, 

el – compressor engine electrical efficiency, -, 
Wcomp – compressor electrical power consumption, W, 
Etank – solar storage tank energy, kWh ; 
Eevap – evaporation energy, kWh ; 
Eel – electrical energy, kWh ; 
Ecd – condensing energy, kWh ; 
Ebuild – building demand energy, kWh ; 
Δtvp – evaporator temperature difference, oC, 
Δtcd – condenser temperature difference, oC, 
SAHP – Solar Assisted Heat Pump, 
ASHP – Air Source to Heat Pump, 
WSHP – Water Source Heat Pump. 
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Abstract. The paper is a contribution to developing the manufacturing technique of fly 
ash and blast furnace slag-geopolymer concrete with compressive strength increased up 
to 73 MPa and flexural strength reaching 12.1 MPa (after 180 days of curing) by adding 
low amounts of nanosilica (20-50 nm) and steel dust (1-5 μm) captured from electric arc 
furnace exhaust gases. The originality of the work consists in combining the concrete 
production technique by using alumino-silicate industrial by-products (ash and slag) with 
the addition of nano or micro-particles in order to significantly increase the mechanical 
strength of geopolymer concrete. 

Key words: geopolymer concrete, fly ash, blast furnace slag, steel dust, mechanical 
strength. 
 
Rezumat. Lucrarea constituie o contribuție la dezvoltarea tehnicii fabricării unui beton 
geopolimeric pe bază de cenușă zburătoare și zgură de furnal cu rezistență la 
compresiune crescută până la 73 MPa și rezistența la încovoiere atingând 12,1 MPa 
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(după 180 zile de întărire) prin adaosul unor mici cantități de nanosilica (20-50 nm) și 
praf de oțel (1-5 μm) captat din gazele evacuate din cuptorul electric cu arc. 
Originalitatea lucrării constă în combinarea tehnicii producerii betonului prin utilizarea 
produselor secundare industriale aluminosilicatice (cenușă si zgură) cu adaosul unor 
nano sau microparticule în scopul creșterii semnificative a rezistenței mecanice a 
betonului geopolimeric. 

Cuvinte cheie: beton geopolimeric, cenușă zburătoare, zgură de furnal, nanosilica, praf 
de oțel, rezistență mecanică.  

1. Introduction 

As a result of the serious ecological problems faced by the planet in the last 
decades, environmentally friendly technologies have become appropriate solutions that 
need to be implemented in economic activities. The construction materials industry is 
one of the most affected production activities, the usual concrete binder (i.e. Portland 
cement) largely contributing to the global emission of greenhouse gases (mainly 
carbon dioxide CO2). The cement industry is responsible for about 10 % of the global 
CO2 emissions. In 2021, the CO2 emission in the world was 2.9 billion tons 
representing 0.93 kg CO2/kg concrete. In addition, the industrial manufacture of 
cement is characterized by very high consumption of fossil fuel, in the current 
conditions of the world energy crisis [1, 2]. Under these conditions, geopolymer 
concrete is an excellent alternative building material for the cement [3], according to 
the invention of French researcher J. Davidovits [4]. 

Geopolymer is based on alumino-silicate natural materials (metakaolin, kaolin, 
rice husk ask,  volcanic rock powder, etc.) or representing industrial by-products (coal 
fly ash, granulated blast furnace slag, red mud, mining tailing, etc.). These materials 
are dissolved in alkaline activating aqueous solution that facilitates the 
geopolymerization reaction forming molecular chains with the role of binder [3].  

Several manufacturing techniques of geopolymer concrete were tested 
according to the literature in the first two decades of the new millennium. The best-
known method of making the geopolymer is that of using coal fly ash as the basic raw 
material, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution with a concentration between 8M-16M 
together with sodium silicate (Na2 SiO3) solution as an alkaline activator. The mixture 
of these components leads to the formation of a gel, which is poured into a metal tray, 
covered with thin plastic film, and placed in an oven for curing treatment at a 
relatively low temperature (60-90 ºC) followed by curing at room temperature. The 
determination of geopolymer concrete characteristics is carried out after 7, 28 or even 
90 days. The results showed the increase of the mechanical strength of the concrete as 
follows: compressive strength by 1.5 times, split tensile strength by 1.45 times, and 
flexural strength by 1.6 times [3].  

According to [5], geopolymer concrete made with fly ash and blast furnace slag 
had higher strength compared to geopolymer made with fly ash due to higher bulk 
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density (2055-2100 kgꞏm-3) and lower apparent porosity (about 17 %) and water 
absorption (about 7 vol. %). 

Natural fibers in the form of pineapple leaf fibers soaked in NaOH solution and 
cut to lengths between 10-30 mm were used for increasing the mechanical strength of 
geopolymer concrete composed of fly ash (27.5 %), fine aggregate (55 %), NaOH 14-
16M (5.7 %), Na2SiO3 (11.4 %), and pineapple fibers (between 0.25-0.5 %). Under the 
conditions of using the NaOH concentration of 16M and the maximum proportion of 
natural fibers (0.5 %) with the length of 30 mm, the highest values of compressive 
strength (41.5 MPa) and flexural strength (9.2 MPa) were reached after the curing 
process of 28 days [6]. 

In another paper [7], the mechanical characteristics (compressive strength and 
flexural strength) of fly ash-geopolymer reinforced with short natural fibers such as: 
cotton, sisal, raffia, and coconut are analyzed. The experimental results indicated that 
the appropriate addition of natural fibers in low proportions improves the mechanical 
properties of these geopolymer composites, reaching 39 MPa for compressive strength, 
and 8 MPa for flexural strength. 

Very high performances of the mechanical strength of geopolymer concrete 
have been achieved by using steel fibers and microsilica [8]. The solid raw materials 
with very low average grain sizes were fly ash (38 μm), blast furnace slag (17 μm) and 
microsilica (0.18 μm), to which silica sand (900 kgꞏm-3) was added. After mixing these 
materials, the alkaline activator composed of NaOH dissolved in water, and aqueous 
solution of Na2SiO3 (including 28 % SiO2, 6 % Na2O, and 64 % water) was added as 
well as the steel fibers (length 15 mm). Mixing these components generated slurry, 
that was poured into a mold. The curing process was carried out in the steam curing 
room at 85 ºC for 24 hours. Next, 28 days of curing process at room temperature were 
used before determining the product characteristics. Depending on the weight 
proportion of steel fibers between 1-3 %, compressive strength had values between 
110-156 MPa, the highest value corresponding to the 3 % proportion, and the elasticity 
modulus increased from 28 to 32 GPa. 

Some nanoparticles (nanosilica, nanotitania, nanoalumina, nanoclay, etc.) added 
to the material mixture favour the improvement of the structural properties of 
geopolymers. According to the literature [9, 10], their durability and mechanical 
characteristics are significantly increased.  

The preparation of fly ash-geopolymer concrete quite frequently uses nanosilica 
leading to a maximum compressive strength of 51.8 MPa for the addition of 2 % 
nanosilica [11]. Also, in the case of manufacturing fly ash/slag-geopolymer concrete, 
the partial replacement of slag with nanosilica allowed obtaining a compressive 
strength of 54 MPa for the addition of 2 % nanosilica [12]. Testing under the 
conditions of increasing its proportion above 2 % showed a decrease of compressive 
strength value [13]. The use of nanoalumina in the manufacturing process of fly ash-
geopolymer allows intensifying the geopolymerization reaction and has important 
effects on the mechanical properties of geopolymer [14]. Also, nanotitania added in 
proportion of 1-5 % contributes to the increase of compressive strength [15]. The 
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investigation of the influence of SiO2, TiO2, and Fe2O3 nanoparticles on the properties 
of fly ash blended cement mortars was carried out by [16]. Workability was influenced 
in a limited way by low proportions of nanoparticles (1-5 % of cement). Also, in low 
quantities, these nanoparticles contributed to increasing the compressive strength and 
tensile strength, instead higher proportions negatively influenced the mechanical 
strength. 

A new construction material similar to concrete, but even stronger, was 
proposed in a doctoral thesis [17]. The manufacture of this material (called Ferrock) is 
based on 95 % recycled residual materials: steel dust captured in the gas filtration 
installations released from steelmaking furnaces in steel industry [18] as well as silica 
from recycled ground glass waste. The product is more strength (five times) than the 
traditional concrete, but it can erode over time in contact with salt water or with 
chemicals used to treat water in sewer pipes. 

Considering the tested techniques and the performances obtained in the 
manufacturing process of high-strength geopolymer concrete presented above, the 
solution adopted by the authors is based on the use of granulated blast furnace slag and 
coal fly ash as geopolymer type raw materials and the addition of low amounts of 
nanosilica and steel dust as nano- and micro-particles. The alkaline activation method 
of geopolymers is the one commonly used including NaOH dissolved in water and 
Na2SiO3 aqueous solution, which favours the development of the geopolymerization 
reaction forming geopolymer concretes. 

2. Methods and materials  

The geopolymerization process that is the basis of the transformation of 
alumino-silicate materials into geopolymeric concrete involves a rapid chemical 
reaction in a highly alkaline environment of Si and Al rich-materials, which leads to 
the formation of a three-dimensional polymer chain and ring structure including Si-O-
Al-O bonds [2]. According to [19], the geopolymerization is a particularly complex 
process, which develop in three stages, that can intersect and influence each other. 
Deep knowledge of the process mechanism is still difficult and its understanding 
requires additional research.  

The preparation of geopolymer concrete is carried out in the following way. 
The alumino-silicate materials with the role of concrete binder (slag and fly ash) in 
ground state are mixed in a container together with fine aggregate (quartz sand) and 
coarse aggregate (gravel) for 5 min. The preparation of the alkaline activator takes 
place in a separate vessel, mixing NaOH and Na2SiO3 in water by stirring for 5 min. 
The liquid mixture is then poured over the solid materials and also nano-particles of 
silica and micro-particles of steel dust are added and the mixing of all components is 
carried out for another 5 min until a gel is formed. The gel is poured into a metal mold 
protected with a thin plastic film and placed in a thermally insulated room for the 
curing treatment by blowing steam at 85 ºC for 24 hours. The hot curing process is 
followed by room temperature curing for 48 hours. Next, the geopolymer concrete is 
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kept for free curing removed from the mold before making the measurements to 
determine the characteristics of specimens at 28, 90, and 180 days. 

The following materials were used in the experiment of this work: coal fly ash, 
granulated blast furnace, river sand, gravel, NaOH, Na2SiO3, nanosilica, and EAF steel 
dust. The chemical composition of materials mentioned above is presented in Table 1. 

  
Table 1 

Chemical composition of materials (wt. %) 
Composition Coal fly    

ash 
Blast furnace 

slag 
River 
sand 

Gravel Nanosilica EAF steel 
dust [20] 

SiO2 45.18 37.4 98.8 87.50 99.8  
Al2O3 33.59 6.4 0.77 6.10 - 1.1 
CaO 9.36 39.9  

0.01 
0.28 - 6.0 

MgO 0.83 3.5 0.03 - 2.5 
Fe2O3 4.54 6.9 0.05 1.62 - - 
K2O 1.13 0.2  

0.22 
- - - 

Na2O 1.07 0.1 2.08 - - 
SO3 0.74 - - 0.06 - - 
TiO2 1.26 - - - - - 
MnO 0.11 2.3 - - - - 
Fe3O4 - - - - - 34.4 
ZnO - - - - - 15.0 
PbO - - - - - 2.3 

Mn2O3 - - - - - 3.2 
Cr2O3 - - - - - 0.3 
LOI 1.72 - - - 0.2 - 

 
Coal fly ash was provided 5 years ago by the Paroseni (Romania) thermal 

power plant. The material as an industrial by-product of the energy industry had a 
grain size below 200 μm and was processed by grinding in a ball mill and sieved to 
sizes below 25 μm.  

Granulated blast furnace slag was provided about 7 years ago by ArcelorMittal 
Galati (Romania). This material with the grain size below 3 mm was also subjected to 
grinding in the ball mill, its granulation being reduced below 36 μm. 

River sand was commercially purchased having the grain size below 2 mm, 
while gravel provided by a Romanian building company had dimensions between 4-8 
mm.  

Nanosilica (99.8 % SiO2) IOTA HL 4200 type with the granulation in the range 
of 50-200 nm was commercially purchased. EAF steel dust with grain size within the 
limits of 1-5 μm was provided by ArcelorMittal Galati. 

In general, the methods for investigating the characteristics of geopolymer 
concrete samples were those commonly used. The density was measured as the ratio 
between the sample mass obtained by weighing with an electronic balance and the 
volume with a regular shape that is easy to calculate [21]. Using the ASTM C642-97 
standard, the apparent porosity was determined by dividing the difference between wet 
weight and dry weight by the difference between wet weight and suspended weight of 
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the sample [5]. Thermal conductivity was measured at room temperature using the 
heat-flow-meter HFM448 Lambda (SR EN 1946-3:2004). The 100 kN-compression 
fixture Wyoming Test Fixture [22] was used to determine the compressive strength. 
The flexural strength determination method was based on SR EN ISO 1412:2000 [23]. 
Immersion of the sample under water for 24 hours (ASTM D570) allowed the 
measurement of water absorption. The microstructural aspect of the specimens could 
be identified using the Biological Microscope MT5000 model with captured image, 
1000 x magnification.   

                                                                                                                   
3. Results and discussion  
                                                                                                              

Four experimental variants were adopted, in which the main variable 
parameters were nanosilica and EAF steel dust. Component values of mixtures are 
presented in Table 2.  

 
Table 2 

Composition of experimental variants 
Composition               

(kgꞏm-3) 
Variant 

1 2 3 4 
Blast furnace slag 300 300 290 290 

Fly ash 170 170 175 175 
River sand 650 650 650 650 

Gravel 600 600 600 600 
NaOH 8M 120 120 120 120 
Na2SiO3 250 250 250 250 
Water 60 60 60 60 

Nanosilica 3.8 4.7 5.6 6.5 
EAF steel dust 3.5 4.3 5.2 6.0 

 
According to the data in Table 2, the ratio of the two alumino-silicate 

components (slag and fly ash) had values between 1.66-1.76, the ratio between the 
components of the alkaline activator (Na2SiO3 and NaOH) was 2.08, and the ratio 
between the solid and liquid components of the mixture was around 4.02. Nanosilica 
was used in a weight ratio between 0.8-1.4 % of the amount of alumino-silicate binder 
(blast furnace slag and fly ash), while EAF steel dust represented between 0.7-1.3 % of 
the same amount of binder. 

 The manufacturing recipes corresponding to the four experimental variants 
together with the curing process mentioned above in this paper led to the production of 
very dense and high hardness geopolymer concrete specimens. Appearance images of 
experimentally making concrete specimens are shown in Fig. 1.  
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a b 

 

c d
               Fig. 1. Appearance images of geopolymer concrete specimens 
                     a – variant 1; b – variant 2; c – variant 3; d – variant 4. 
 
To identify the physical, mechanical, thermal, and microstructural 

characteristics, geopolymer concrete specimens were tested by the mentioned 
methods, results being centrally presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 

                                   Characteristics of geopolymer concrete specimens 
Characteristic Variant 

1 2 3 4 
Density (kgꞏm-3) 2054 2070 2086 2102 

Apparent porosity (%) 19.9 20.1 20.4 20.6 
Thermal conductivity 

(Wꞏm-1ꞏK-1) 
 

0.415
 

0.423
 

0.428
 

0.435 
Compressive strength 

(MPa) 
 

42.5 
 

50.1 
 

61.2 
 

73.0 
Flexural strength (MPa) 8.9 9.5 10.8 12.1 

Water absorption (vol. %) 10.8 11.0 11.2 11.5 
 

 Data in Table 3 show the significance influence of addition of nano and micro-
particles representing by nanosilica and EAF steel dust on mechanical properties of 
geopolymer concrete as well as on its thermal insulation properties (density, thermal 
conductivity, and apparent porosity). Compressive strength after 180 days of curing 
reached high values (42.5-73.0 MPa) increasing with the increase of nanosilica and 
steel dust proportions. Also, flexural strength registered the same increasing evolution 
(8.9-12.1 MPa).  The density of material as well as the thermal conductivity had high 
values of over 2000 kgꞏm-3 and respectively, over 0.41 Wꞏm-1ꞏK-1, suggesting a dense 
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material with very few pores. By default, the concrete porosity was low, around 20 %. 
Water absorption was within normal limits by comparison with other geopolymer 
concretes made and presented in the literature. 

Microstructural appearance of geopolymer concrete specimens is shown in Fig. 
2.    

 

 

a b

 

c d               ________ 50 μm
        Fig. 2. Microstructural appearance of geopolymer concrete specimens 
                     a – variant 1; b – variant 2; c – variant 3; d – variant 4. 

 
According to Fig. 3, the compactness degree of geopolymer concrete specimens 

is quite high and it is accentuated towards position (d) corresponding to variant 4. This 
explains the high mechanical strength of samples and their very low thermal insulation 
properties.   

The experimental results confirmed that residual alumino-silicate materials can 
completely replace cement in the manufacture of geopolymer concrete and the 
addition of nanoparticles significantly contributes to increasing its mechanical 
strength.  

4. Conclusions 

Adopting the same modern trend of protecting the planet's ozone layer against the 
emission of greenhouse gases (CO2), the objective of the work was to manufacture a 
high-strength geopolymer concrete using fly ash and blast furnace slag, i.e. industrial 
by-products completely replacing cement as well as nanosilica and EAF steel dust in 
order to increase the mechanical strength of concrete up to 73 MPa for the compressive 
strength and 12.1 MPa for the flexural strength. The combined use of alumino-silicate 
waste and nano and micro-particles represents the originality of this paper.  
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Abstract. In this paper we aim to analyse a current issue such as “Building Information 
Modelling” or modelling information in construction from a project manager's point of 
view. BIM is a digital tool for creating and using coordinated information in a single 
construction project. Generally, this model is defined as a 3D model from which the 
information required for each design or execution phase is extracted. 4D dimension 
refers to time-related information, 5D to cost information, 6D to sustainability, 7D to 
facility management, 8D to safety during design and building, 9D to "Lean" building 
concept and 10D to construction industrialization. The authors suggest the 
transformation of BIM 9D from Building Lean into BIM 9D project “aesthetics and 
visualization”. 
 

Keywords: BIM, 9D BIM, rendering, project management, building industrialization, 
aesthetics, visualization. 

1. Introduction 

Building information Modelling (BIM) is a virtual model-based work 
environment that simulates the physical and functional aspects of a building and 
contains information about the characteristics of each building component. BIM is a 
collaborative process because the model is built by various stakeholders in the design 
and building phases (architects or designers, engineers, economists, constructors), 
encompassing as an information exchange resource and a reliable source for making 
decisions about a building, throughout its life cycle, see [1]. 

However, there are various computer applications called “BIM” that allow 
different actors to create, interact, extract information or manage the building from a 
virtual model. Some examples are ArchiCAD and Revit for architectural and 
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engineering design, Tekla for structural details, Vico for budgeting and building 
management, Solibri for the Virtual Model's analysis and consultation and ArchiFM 
for facility management, see [1]. Furthermore, there are many others in the market. 

 
Fig. 1. Implementation of the BIM concept (source: Connectabim,www.connectabim.com/about-bim/) 

 
It is paramount how manufacturers can participate in the development of BIM 

platforms. BIM methodology assumes that the virtual model is as close to reality as 
possible. As is the case in industry, the role of producers is essential, as only with their 
products the construction can be executed. The BIM model also requires the use of 
materials and equipment in digital format. Manufacturers should provide digital 
versions of their products in BIM content format or be prepared to intervene in 
developing the virtual model within the BIM collaboration process. 

In the absence of products in BIM format, designers tend to use generic 
products in their projects to which they associate only minimal information. More 
information will subsequently be added with the product information that is currently 
in use. Product availability in BIM format allows specification selection and detailing 
in the early stages of design. There is a higher probability of product on site effective 
application when it is inserted and specified in a BIM model. 

CAD is a technology that was born in the early '80s. Later, in the '90s, it was 
used globally as a tool to support project design. Although it is still used for design 
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support since the beginning of the century, CAD has been replaced by powerful BIM 
tools that manage all information about the project, including the design. 

As for libraries, in addition to improving geometry, BIM objects contain among 
others product information data on branding, reference, finish available. They are often 
interactive and allow users to select different options and better understand the product 
operation. CAD libraries contain only product geometry, usually with too much details 
and in files that are not suitable for design use.Also, CAD files often support BIM 
libraries production, which is another manner to monetize a previous investment. 

A notable example illustrating this cycle is the United Kingdom. In 2012, a law 
was imposed and, in 2016, the whole industry should have been linked to design, 
construction and adaptation in order to use BIM methodologies for public works. 

In the US, BIM has been a requirement of the Department of Defence for many 
years.In the Nordic countries, BIM is not only the most common working 
methodology, but also most of these countries already have national BIM standards. 

Also, in eastern countries like China, Japan, and Singapore, BIM is a 
technology that has been around for a long time. In the past few years, global 
construction has become more and more complex. BIM is the technology that supports 
this new capability, andmanufacturers of building products should be a part of it. 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) enhances the way projects are carried 
out and managed worldwide. It provides a revolutionary platform for the conception, 
construction, maintenance and operation of our built environment. In addition, BIM 
also changes the way we make improvements (rehabilitation, modernization and 
redevelopment) to existing assets in the built environment, see [8].  

We have now reached an interesting stage in the evolution of BIM, where a 
significant number of stakeholders in the construction sector are either using BIM or 
considering using it. This development is particularly relevant in mature markets, 
although the level of adoption of BIM varies by country, the size and complexity of 
projects, and the size and nature of each specific organization. The managers of BIM 
are recognized in this context and are a very important element in the approach of a 
construction project. 

This paper aims to address this balance by emphasizing the relevance of BIM to 
project management as a discipline and vice versa, the importance of integrated project 
management in BIM for the effective execution of projects in the built environment. It 
describes BIM based on a project leader's vision of the world by defining project 
management processes that operate in a BIM-compatible environment and by 
highlighting future trends in project management practice that could result from the 
adoption of emerging technologies in the built environment sector, see [9] and [11]. 
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2. Description of the roots of the topic approached 

2.1. BIM Dimensions  

The concept of BIM is still quite new in the construction industry in Romania 
and therefore the implementation requires large investments in education and 
technology. BIM is evolving very quickly and we are glad to see that its standards are 
also translated into Romanian.  In the course of this paper, in 2023, 7 BIM dimensions 
were recognised. One can extract 2D BIM, that is, one can say that BIM begins in 3D, 
and 2D BIM does not exist. 2D is a flat dimension, in particular plans and 2D sections. 
CAD computer-aided design began in the 1960s, and the concept of BIM appeared in 
1957, and the first software developed for the public by Graphisoft in 1987-ARchiCad, 
was introduced in 1970. It is the first software to make 2D drawings and 3D geometry. 
Officially, according to Biblus, Autodesk, see [2], United-BIM are recognized as 7 
BIM (7D) sizes, but they can go even further because it is an ever-changing concept, 
see [7]. In addition to the aforementioned 7 dimensions, there is now an open debate 
about three "new dimensions of BIM". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. BIM from 3D to 10D (source: Biblus, https://biblus.accasoftware.com/en/wp-
content/uploads/sites/2/2018/04/dimensions-of-BIM-2.jpg) 

 
Below we list the BIM dimensions from 3D to 10D that we will detail in the 

following chapters, see [3] and [4]: 
● 3D - 3D modelling, graphic information; 
● 4D - 4D information, time-related, construction sequencing by Gantt 

charts and timeline; 
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● 5D - 5D cost analysis, cost management, construction cost estimation 
etc.; 

● 6D-Sustainability 6D, Environmental, Economic and Social 
Sustainability Impact Studies; 

● 7D - Life cycle and maintenance 7D, Facility Management: planning and 
managing maintenance operations throughout the building life cycle; 

● 8D - safety during design and construction; 
● 9D - Construction optimization in the implementation phase is the 

9thdimension of BIM; 
● 10D -The 10th dimension of BIM refers to the industrialization of 

construction. 
In the following, we will focus on describing dimensions 8D, 9D and 10D and 

the proposal to improve dimension 9D. 

2.2. Description of BIM 8D - Safety during design and execution 

Safety during execution can be anticipated from the design phase. This is very 
important, because 8D BIM is the dimension of BIM that supports you in managing 
safety on construction sites and it helps you prevent risks and hazards to workers from 
the design period. 

8D BIM is the BIM dimension that adds safety information to the geometric 
design of the construction during the design and execution phases. In practice, it is 
possible to model the site with all its elements (fencing, storage spaces, scaffolding, 
machinery, indicators, etc.) and visualize it realistically, thanks to advanced 
technologies such as virtual reality and augmented reality. It is possible to accurately 
render the site through virtual reality glasses. To achieve these results, one needs 
specific software that is equipped with special libraries with dedicated objects and 
simulates any type of machine and construction equipment so that one can produce the 
most suitable models. 

The aim is to have an overview of the site already in the design phase to prevent 
possible risks and hazards for workers. Viewing the site in advance and in a realistic 
manner allows an easier and more efficient analysis of all possible scenarios and 
prevents hazards and critical situations at every stage of the project. 

The main advantages of site safety management are: 
● having a full picture of the possible scenarios to work on the site; 
● drawing up detailed safety plans to date; 
● accurately identify and analyse the most appropriate choices for execution 

safety; 
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● preventing risks by interfering with design choices that may generate potential 
hazards; 

● viewing the digital site in 3D; 
● training workers through virtual reality; 
● reducing the risk of accidents. 

2.3. Description of BIM 9D - “Lean” construction 

9D BIM, also known as lean construction, is the BIM size that optimizes and 
streamlines all steps involved in implementing a project by digitizing processes. 

Lack of planning on a site can lead to delays in project delivery and, 
consequently, to an increase in the initial budget. 9D BIM is the method designed to 
completely eliminate losses, optimize all resources involved in the construction 
process and increase productivity. 

Undoubtedly, all these aspects contribute to the achievement of a valuable final 
product. 

The principles on which the lean construction is based are: 
● optimize, reduce or eliminate activities that do not add value to the process-In 

order to achieve process improvement, particular attention is paid to all aspects 
of the supply chain (from production, to the transport of materials to the site). 
The entire production chain is analysed, unnecessary or repetitive processes are 
identified and strategies are developed to simplify or replace them. For 
example, the use of means of transport is planned to be optimized and perfectly 
adapted to the quantities to be transported.With this in mind, it is preferable to 
use larger trucks for transporting materials, reducing the number of transports 
required; 

● taking into account the needs of the customer -Before starting any project, it is 
necessary to identify the needs of the client through market research and 
satisfaction surveys, even in the case of projects that have already been 
delivered. Activities that do not add value to the process are not of interest to 
the customer and therefore he is not willing to pay for them. On the other hand, 
focusing on customer needs is more likely to make all operations work 
smoothly; 

● process standardization - Construction is one of the sectors with the highest rate 
of unforeseen events: each project is unique and unique are also the conditions 
that come into play on the site (completion time, workmanship, local 
conditions, availability of equipment and materials, etc.). In order to minimize 
site diversification, standardized construction processes should be adopted, 
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reducing the possibility of problems and improving the ability to manage 
unforeseen events. Reducing these variables allows the construction company 
to maintain a predefined standard and ensure a smoother and safer process; 

● time optimisation -The time variable is influenced by transport activities, 
waiting, processing, inspection, etc. The optimization of all these activities has 
an impact on the quality of the work and the delivery times of the customers; 

● Increased transparency -This principle contributes to a greater participation of 
all those involved in the process, who can actively and more consciously 
intervene in the development of solutions for improvement. 
The way in which the construction process is managed differs between 

traditional and lean construction methods. In the lean method, the activities are divided 
into: 

● activities that add value to the project; 
● activities that do not add value to the project. 

The concept of value is directly related to the degree of customer satisfaction, 
therefore, if the customer is not willing to pay for a particular activity, it is categorized 
as an activity that does not add value to the final product. According to this criterion, 
lean thinking aims to eliminate as many losses as possible already from the project 
management phase. In the traditional method, however, the activities are divided into 
sub-processes, and the criterion is not the degree of customer satisfaction. There is no 
careful management of losses and no planning of activities in the preliminary phase. 

2.4. Description of BIM 10D - construction industrialization 

10D BIM aims to industrialize and make the construction sector more 
productive thanks to the integration of new technologies and real-time information. It 
is possible to achieve 10D BIM by using tools for the digitization of civil constructions 
such as the BIM management system, which makes it possible to align all those 
involved in the construction life cycle and optimize each stage. The advantages of 10D 
BIM for the project manager are: 

● reducing the construction time of the building envelopes; 
● optimization of site costs; 
● improving and implementing work safety measures; 
● increased construction quality thanks to state-of-the-art digital infrastructure; 
● precise control at each stage of production of each individual element through 

advanced, codified and standardized processes; 
● no dependence on weather conditions that may affect the activities of the site. 
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All dimensions of BIM have as common objective the 10thdimension, which 
aims to develop the construction sector and increase productivity, thanks to new 
technologies and process digitalization. 10D BIM is the key to solving the problem of 
low productivity in the construction industry and to optimize every phase of the 
building life cycle: The design, construction and management of infrastructure or 
equipment. In this regard, 10D BIM works as a tool that centralizes data to optimize 
all project activities based on the use of technology. This means that project managers 
will have the resources to carry out the project in the best possible way. 10D BIM has 
the promise to provide a complete vision for asset management (during the design, 
construction and maintenance phases). It can therefore be used to align the financial, 
commercial, environmental, health and safety, risk analysis, etc. sectors. In this 
context, the 10D BIM tool offers countless possibilities for all types of projects and it 
can be used at all stages with the support of highly intelligent digital technologies and 
resources that automate even the most complex tasks. 

3.Case Study 

In the following we will present a case study of a modern housing with the 
following characteristics: 

● Height regime - semi-basement and ground floor,  
● House location - Bistrița, Bistrița-Năsăud county, 
● Designer - Construct, 
● Beneficiary - private investment, 
● Budget for the investment - 200.000 $, 
● Location - difficult terrain on slope. 

The idea of the project started from the integration of floating volumes giving 
the sensation of levitation. The composition consists of three volumes: a single 
prismatic volume at the semi-basement level that is very well integrated in the slope of 
the ground, a second volume which represents the exit in the cantilever principle, 
giving a feeling of levitation, and the third volume is the living room as vertical 
dominance of composition. Through this study we will analyse the information of the 
building model and how time and cost control are affected throughout the project. 
Following the theoretical documentation, we will analyse the project on the following 
levels, see [10]: 

● 2D documentation - plans and sections extracted from the 3D model 
● 3D BIM -Geometry, analysis of the 3D model 
● 4D BIM -time, planning and duration of implementation 
● 5D BIM -cost estimate and budget 
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● 6D BIM 6D -sustainability, energy efficiency 

3.1. 2D Documentation 

The transition from 2D CAD to 3D allows architects, civil engineers and 
designers to work more efficiently and accurately. However, given that 2D drawings 
still dominate the project’s deliverables, the ability to work in both 2D and 3D is 
beneficial. It is very important to extract the 2D drawings from the 3D models because 
in our country most public institutions require printed documents filed. The final 
electronic format as documentation is also represented by 2D drawings in pdf format 
and in some cases DWG. As technology advances very quickly, it is possible that in 
the future the final deliverable will be a single digital 3D model. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Execution plan (source: Personal portfolio) 
 

Functionally, the ground floor consists of a living room with kitchen, bathroom, 
2 bedrooms with bathroom and dressing, office with private bathroom, circulation and 
access ladder from the basement, covered terrace. The infrastructure is a mixed one 
made of concrete diaphragms and reinforced concrete frames. The superstructure is 
made of load-bearing walls of „framing” type. The covering is a terrace with an 
inclination of 3% in the north-south direction. 

The 2D documentation is extracted from the 3D model.Three-dimensional walls 
were used to make the 3D model, and the plan shows their 2D projection. Stairs, 
windows, doors, furniture are made of 3D objects. In the plan we see their 
representation on the 2 dimensions. 
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3.2. 3D BIM 

3D BIM, as it is well known, represents the three geographical dimensions 
(x,y,z) of a building's structure. Geographic capabilities help stakeholders to visualize 
the structure of a building in 3 dimensions just before the project starts. The BIM 3D 
environment allows all stakeholders to collaborate effectively in shaping and solving 
typical structural problems. Also, because everything is stored in a central location, 
which is the BIM model, it becomes easier to solve problems in the next stage. When 
it comes to 3D BIM, it involves creating a 3D model and sharing the same information 
using a common data environment (CDE). 

The benefits of 3D BIM are: 
● Improved 3D view of the entire project, 
● Simplified communication and sharing of design expectations, 
● Easy collaboration between multiple teams, regardless of their field of 

expertise, 
● Reducing the number of changes and revisions due to total transparency from 

the start. 

 
Fig. 4. Volume extracted from 3D model (source: Personal portfolio) 

 
We present the realization of the 3D model of the individual dwelling made on 

a slope plot. Due to the gradient of the terrain, making the 3D model becomes more 
difficult to achieve. For the 3D model we used three-dimensional elements such as 
walls and floor coverings for exterior closures. For the construction of the structure we 
used poles and beams but also composite elements on the area where the structure is 
made of wood. GDL objects were used for windows, doors, stairs, see [5]. GDL is the 
abbreviation „Geometric Description Language”, a functional programming language 
based on „BASIC”. It was created to encourage architects to use this language to build 
their own geometrical objects through the possibilities of design and presentation. 
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In 3D field modelling, a collaboration between the topographic engineer, 
architects and engineers takes place. This is how the topographic engineer performs 
the topographic lifting in stereo coordinates 70. From these coordinates can be made a 
3D model of the land. 

The advantages of 3D modelling are among others: 
● you can study different possibilities of housing on the ground; 
● accurate measurements of the level quotas. These measurements are made 

against the 0.00 elevation of the construction and are very accurate to the 
gradient of the land. 

● precise technique of „cut and fill”- cutting and filling. More precisely, we can 
figure out where to cut the soil and what volume we get for a better 
systematization of the land. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Three-dimensional section through 3D model (source: Personal portfolio) 

3.2. A Graphic Shortcoming of Playing in BIM 

As can be seen, a shortcoming of representations in the BIM environment is 
that they do not address in an aesthetically friendly way the final beneficiary of the 
construction.  
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Fig. 6. Render final Model (source: Personal portfolio) 

The image above is a rendering extracted from the 3D model and passed 
through various software to render the reality as best as possible. In general, these 
architectural renderings are made by architects and designers to give customers a 
picture as close to reality as possible with the future construction before it is executed.  

We believe that a project manager must present his idea to the client in a very 
convincing way. Whether you present this idea in a traditional way through plans, 
compared to sections, you need to convince the potential customer by offering the 
most optimal and attractive solutions. On the architectural visualizations that we have 
not talked about, we would like to point out that in all construction projects it is very 
important aesthetics. A successful project must convince both the beneficiaries and the 
society that it is well integrated in the environment. 

 
Fig. 7. Rendering of interior living (source: Personal portfolio) 
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In addition to the technique used by each project manager and solving the 
function of each construction, we also need to take care of the aesthetic side of things 
in order to become more convincing toward customers and friendlier to the built 
environment. With new technologies we advanced from 3D rendered images to the 
next level. Realistic photo videos play an important role in the industry and detail 
information for a better understanding of the project. A video shows the construction 
from multiple angles of view to better understand it. The construction is rendered by 
the materials used by light and shade, resulting in something very close to the expected 
final result. 

Renderings are the most widespread representation techniques globally, but the 
latest presentation technologies are virtual reality ones. When it comes to interior 
design, the best way to visualize a space is through augmented reality. Through VR we 
can communicate the value of the project, what the specifications and features are and 
motivate the planning and construction costs in a much more interactive way. With VR 
we can use an infinity of furniture pieces and arrange them in the room to achieve the 
desired result. 

 
Fig. 8. Render living from different angle (source: Personal portfolio) 

 
All three ways of presenting a project are extracted from the 3D BIM model. 

The more detailed the model, the more spectacular the presentations will be. We 
wanted to recall the three presentation modes, traditional rendering, video 
presentations and virtual reality and emphasize the need to be introduced into one of 
the 10 dimensions of BIM or even reach the 11th dimension of BIM. 
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At the beginning of this section we talked about the graphic representation of 
elements in constructions and along the way, the idea of integrating the presentation of 
a project on the aesthetic leitmotiv was formed in one of the 10 dimensions of BIM. 

Analysing the 10 BIM dimensions presented at the beginning:  3D BIM that 
refers to shape and geometry, 4D BIM that refers to time, 5D BIM that refers to costs, 
6D BIM that refers to sustainability and 7D BIM that refers to facility management in 
buildings, they prove to be very well defined by the community and users.  

It remains to be debated whether the other three dimensions of BIM are 
relevant.  If we start with 8D safety during design and execution this is very important 
from our point of view and we have to keep it in mind from the design phase to the 
construction exploitation phase. 

9D BIM “Lean” constructions is more of a construction management style that 
plans, optimizes and streamlines a project. At 4D BIM, we do the same with 9D 
BIM.The difference is that we are required to do this management method.  BIM 9D 
reduces construction costs and activities that do not give value to the final deliverable, 
but the same can be done in the 5D BIM, which is referring to cost planning. 

BIM 10D refers to the industrialization of construction. This is a very 
interesting aspect and leads to evolution. We currently use vertical and horizontal 
elements in 3D models, pillars, beams, walls and slabs.   

Through the industrialization of construction, we imagine a central library 
where companies add all the materials used on the market, and designers use them in 
projects much more efficiently. The result would be to work directly with three-
dimensional digital elements to design constructions. 

We propose to do an exercise of imagination and transform BIM 9D from 
“Lean” construction into BIM 9D aesthetics and project visualization. 

To do this we need to define very well what aesthetics means in architecture 
and construction. The aesthetics of a building is one of the main aspects considered in 
architecture. 

The attraction and beauty of a building cover the combined effects of shape, 
size, texture, colour, balance, and proportion, space, alignment, pattern, decoration, the 
culture and context of a building. 

From this simple definition we can see that it is absolutely necessary one of the 
five senses that Aristotle described about 300 years before Christ. This sense is sight, 
visual perception, or what we see with our eyes. 

From this hypothesis was born the idea of BIM 9D to merge the aesthetic part 
with the visualization of a project. 
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Fig. 9. Final external rendering (source: Personal portfolio) 

4. Conclusion 

The new BIM 9D dimension-aesthetics and visualization of construction 
projects should include an aesthetic guide to be transformed into minimal standards.  
Three types of architectural visualizations should be integrated into BIM 9D: three-
dimensional rendering, video presentations and virtual reality.  

The advantage is that these presentations can be made with a simplistic model 
from the concept phase, and to achieve the most realistic results, a detailed model at 
LOD 300 level of detail is required, see [7]. Through BIM 9D - aesthetics and 
visualization of construction projects we can also make a project marketing strategy. 

This can be very useful for developers because their project can be promoted 
from the design stage in the BIM environment. 

Our study model, the individual home, has a level of detail between LOD 200 
and LOD 300, see [7].  

There was good coordination between the architectural model, the structure 
model, and the terrain model that has complex geometry. With a sufficiently detailed 
model, we were able to get some visual images close to what will be built in reality. 

Project aesthetics and visualization can become a new dimension of BIM and 
we launch this challenge for BIM developers. 
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